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Abstract
TCP tries to send as quickly as possible, yet react to congestion in the
network by reducing its send rate when a packet is dropped. This
function, however, only concerns one out of the two directions that TCP
is operating on: from the data sender to the data receiver. The receiver
acknowledges data packets, and if these acknowledgements (ACKs)
create congestion along the backward path, this is not normally noticed
and reacted upon. This thesis presents the first real-life implementation
of RFC 5690 – an experimental mechanism that addresses this problem
by performing “ACK congestion control”. Validations of this Linux
kernel implementation against previously published simulations show
that the mechanism performs correctly; various tests indicate under
which conditions it is useful but also identify a few shortcomings in the
original specification.
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Motivation
The internet as we use it today, consists of several autonomous
networks, connected through each other. The development of the
IP protocol made communication between different data transfer
technologies possible, and boosted the development of the internet. As
the development of faster and higher bandwidth continues, the wide
variety of network environments are increasing. With many types of
network technology, some links still have physical restrictions, or the
link has bandwidth restrictions by the provider.
Internet Protocol (IP) has no mechanisms for flow-control, reliability
or ordering. To be able to offer such functions to the data-stream, a
higher level protocol like Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) is required.
The implementation of TCP includes the required functions for a
reliable communication, but also a congestion control mechanism for
data segments transferred between nodes. The congestion control can
be triggered by a dropped packet or by receiving a ECN marked packet.
A packet is ECN-marked by the network, if the routers implement this
feature. The reason for having congestion control is to reduce congestion
in the network or in a node, to increase the performance of the data
transfer and network utilization.
The current implementation of congestion control in TCP only
handles data packets from the sender and receiver, but does not handle
pure Acknowledgement (ACK) on the reverse path to the sender from
the receiver.
Satellites, wireless transfers and other asymmetric wired networks
can cause the return path to get congested and ACKs to be dropped. To
be able to reduce the sending-rate of ACKs, RFC3690 [14] is proposed
to add this functionality to the existing TCP implementation.
Problem statement
In extremely asymmetric network conditions, or when the uplink is
overloaded with other traffic, it may be beneficial to reduce the rate
at which TCP ACKs are sent. Such a scheme, ACK Congestion Control
(ACKCC), is specified in the Request for Comments (RFC) RFC5690
[14]. The goal of this master thesis is to implement ACKCC in the
TCP/IP stack of Linux-kernel, test and evaluate it. Where there are
problems or issues with the RFC, changes will be proposed or discussed.
Outline
The thesis will contain of the following chapters and sections.
First chapter will be the introduction with problem statement and
the outline of the thesis.
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Chapter two is a background chapter, which will describe and
explain IP ACKCC, TCP and Datagram Congestion Control Protocol
(DCCP). These are the technologies mainly used, or related to the
implementation and testing of Ack Congestion Control. The last section
of this chapter will present some of the similar research done on the
subject of asymmetric connections, modification and changes to the ACK
traffic.
Chapter three will contain the methodology used in this thesis.
The development of of the kernel modification is documented and the
implemented methods are described. Test tools and the test-setup are
described.
Chapter four will present the results, and evaluate how ACKCC
performs in different scenarios. The first section will contain test
results, and a discussion about the results. In the second section, the
ACKCC mechanism will be discussed, using obtained data from the test
results.
Chapter five propose changes to the RFC, where challenges with the
implementation process, and/-or issues during testing have occurred.
The appendixes will include test-code, detailed test-metrics and
complementary information.
2
Chapter 1
Background and related
work
Asymmetry is usual to almost all consumer internet connections.
Internet connections are branded as "High speed connections", but
usually high-speed is only applied on the downlink. The problem with
asymmetry is imbalance of the loss ratio, and difference of receive and
transmit link or buffer capacity [5].
Uplink and downlink asymmetry can occur when the link traffic is
shaped at different rates for uplink and downlink, or if the link has a
different technology which gives physical restrictions.
In a shared medium, sending small packets can have a large cost,
since the sender of an ACK needs to reserve the medium. A reservation
of the medium introduces a large overhead for small packets.
Mechanisms for reducing the network traffic are already imple-
mented in the Linux kernel and other operating systems. These types
of mechanisms are located in the TCP protocol-stack. In example, de-
layed acknowledgements were implemented to be able to conserve the
network and host resources.
Reducing the number of acknowledgements is still an active
research area, and research have been done to reduce the number of
packets sent as control traffic.
This thesis is based on RFC5690, which describes an implemen-
tation of an Ack congestion control. The RFC is informal, and pro-
poses how an implementation should work as implemented. RFC5690
is based on the acknowledgement congestion control mechanism stan-
dardized in DCCP [15].
1.1 Internet Protocol
IP is a communication protocol for transferring and relaying data
packets in a network, using the IP-Suite. IP is able to route packets
through networks to its destination by its address-scheme. The TCP/IP
Suite is the common name for the combination of IP, and TCP (Section
1.2) or UDP. The TCP/IP Suite is represented in Figure 1.1.
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The IP packet itself consists of its header and a data-payload. The
header of an IPv4-packet is shown in figure 1.2. This figure is also
updated with the newest modifications in the Differentiated services
and Explicit Congestion Notification standards.
1.1.1 Addresses
IP has two version used on the internet today, IPv4 and IPv6. The
main difference between the versions is the address-scheme. IPv4 has
a 32-bit address, which is represented by four numbers from 0-255 in a
sequence. An example of an IPv4 address is 192.168.1.1.
IPv4 will give 4294967296 unique addresses using the 32bit address.
To be able to increase the number, IPv6 uses a 128bit to address receiver
and sender. For the user, an IPv6 address consist of 8 blocks of four
hexadecimal characters. An example of an IPv6 address is
2001:0cb8:85b3:0042:0000:8b2e:0370:7574.
1.1.2 Headers
IPv4 has one header which includes all information. In IPv6 the packet
header is more simple. To be able to add options and functionality, a
header can have additional extension headers.
1.2 TCP
In May 1974, Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn published a paper named "A
Protocol for Packet Network Interconnection" [11]. This paper describes
a packet switching protocol for sharing resources in a network. In
this paper Transmission Control Program was described as a central
component, which was a connection oriented protocol and a datagram
service. Transmission Control Program is specified in RFC675 [10].
The monolithic Transmission Control Program was later divided
into TCP and IP, which gave a more modular architecture and was
Figure 1.1: TCP/IP suite
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0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
|Version| IHL | DS,DCCP |ECN| Total Length |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| I d e n t i f i c a t i o n |Flags| Fragment Offset |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Time to Live | Protocol | Header Checksum |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Source Address |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Destination Address |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Options | Padding |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
Figure 1.2: IPv4-header[27], updated with DS-field[26] and ECN[29]
called the Internet Protocol Suite.
RFC793 "Transmission Control Protocol" specifies the updated TCP
in 1981. This specification is based on the concepts specified by Vint
Cerf and Bob Kahn in their publication from May 1974. RFC793 is
designed to be placed in a layered hierarchic of protocols, with IP as the
datagram service.
TCP is a transport layer built on top of the internet layer IP, and
is therefore often refered to as TCP/IP. Where IP is a connectionless
datagram service, TCP extends IP, providing a reliable and ordered
delivery of a bytestream from one process to another through the
network.
TCP is an end-to-end protocol, which means the communicating
nodes are responsible for the traffic between each other being delivered
correctly.
The hierarchical layering system makes it possible to place any
application level protocol on top of TCP. This gives the application the
functions and delivery reliability that TCP offers.
The TCP RFC is updated by RFC1122 "Requirements for Internet
Hosts". This specification is more up to date on the technology, and
redefines some parts of RFC793.
1.2.1 TCP Handshake
The TCP handshake initiates a connection between two hosts.
The connecting computer (A) sends a TCP-segment with the bits
SYN=1 and ACK=0. The sequence number for the segments is the
Initial Sequence Number (ISN) (M) chosen by computer A. The SYN-
bit announces an attempt to create a connection.
Computer (B) receives the segment with the enabled SYN-bit and
answers with SYN=1 and ACK=1 which Acknowledges the SYN-
segment. The sequence number will be the ISN (N) for computer B
and the acknowledge-number is ISN of computer A, plus one (M+1).
Computer A will then finish the handshake by acknowledging
the ISN sent by B, SYN=0 and ACK=1 for this segment, since the
synchronise part is over. The sequence number for this segment is M+1
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and the acknowledgement number is N+1.
Within this handshake process, other information is synchronized
between the nodes. Transmission options, timestamps and checksums
are exchanged during this period.
1.2.2 TCP Header
The TCP header includes the necessary information to be able to send
the data to the correct process, and to maintain the data stream ordered
and reliable. The port numbers in the header tells the operating system
where to deliver the data to reach the correct process. As the process
binds to a certain port, the port field in the will connects a process on
the receiver and sender, with the source port and destination port.
Options
The option field is a number of not reserved bytes which is used for
signalling between the computers communication over the TCP-stream.
The option field is used to support "add-ons" to the TCP protocol. In
ACKCC, the option field is used for handshake, and for updating the
ACKCC ratio values of the TCP-stream.
The options in the options field have numbers assigned by Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) 1 described in RFC4413 [37]. The
option numbers are called a "kind". IANA has no numbers reserved for
ACKCC, but for the purpose of testing and development, RFC4727 [13]
has assigned two values to be used. The experimental values 253 and
254 will be used as value for the option kind in this implementation of
ACKCC.
The first TCP RFC, RFC793 only defined three option numbers
• end of options
• no-operation
• maximum segment size.
1http://www.iana.org/assignments/tcp-parameters/tcp-parameters.xml
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Source Port | Destination Port |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Sequence Number |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Acknowledgment Number |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Data | |C|E|U|A|P|R|S|F| |
| Offset| Res . |W|C|R|C|S|S|Y|I| Window |
|(H. len )| |E|E|G|K|H|T|N|N| |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Checksum | Urgent Pointer |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Options | Padding |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| data |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
Figure 1.3: TCP-header [28] updated with[29]
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As the development of the protocol proceeded, the number of options
were added in later RFC’s and on IANA’s list. RFC793 section 3.1 says
that all options can be of one octet length. But in RFC1122, section
4.2.2.5 the option fields are updated and defined with at least two octets,
with exceptions for the first defined options.
The options are sequentially added to the option field. An option has
the following form:
+−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−+
| Kind | length | value |
+−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−+
+−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−−+
| Kind | Length=2 |
+−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−−+
If the option is of kind 0 or 1, it has no length and the option has the
following structure.
+−−−−−−−+
| Kind |
+−−−−−−−+
The receiving end reads the option kind, length and value. Then it
continues to the next option, until it finds the end of options: 0
The usage of TCP options varies within the broad spectrum of
operating system.
Limitations to the option fields The usage of the option field is
popular to extend TCP with new functionality. The TCP-header has
a 4 bit field to represent the length of the header. The field tells how
many 32 bit words the header consists of. 4 bit can only represent 16
different values from 0 to 15. The maximum length of the header is
15 ∗ 32bits = 480bits, 60 bytes. With all the mandatory fields in the
header, the header is at least 20 bytes long without any options. The
header can therefore hold 40 bytes of options, which must be padded to
a 32 bit word [37].
In a standard TCP handshake, 20 bytes are used for options in
the SYN packet. Timestamp, Maximum segment size (MSS), Selective
acknowlagement (SACK), Window Scale (WSCALE), No Operation
(NOP) and End Of Line (EOL).
For the SYN-ACK, even 4 more bytes, resulting in 24 bytes, are used
of the total 40 bytes available. Since the options must align on the 32-
bit word, the options field is padded with 0. When the receiver reads
the padded zeroes, it stops parsing the options. The padded zeroes also
takes some extra space within the 24 bytes of the SYN.
Since the TCP-header has challenges with the number of options
the field can hold, it is possible to distribute options. For example,
in the TCP-handshake a lot of option space is already used, and the
development of TCP will demand more options to be sent. An option
for ACKCC can therefore be sent on the first data packet. This will be
discussed in section E.1
Every option has a kind field, identifying the option. The kind type is
identified by a 8-bit number. A length of one octet limits the option types
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to 255 different values.If a lot of different option kinds are proposed, the
value range can be exhausted.
Sequence number
The sequence number is a 32-bit integer, located in the header of the
TCP-packet. The number describes where the packet belongs in the
sequence of the TCP-stream. The sequence number is calculated from
how many bytes we sent, starting with the ISN.
The TCP-header field for the sequence number is, as described 32-
bit. This means that the largest sequence number is effectively 231. In a
low bandwidth network, a sequence number will not be reused, because
the bandwidth will ensure that the time to wrap around the whole
sequence number space would be to long. With a larger bandwidth this
problem might occur. For a 10Mbit link, the time it would take for a
sequence number to wrap around would be approximatively 30 minutes
[8]. This problem is addressed by the "timestamps" option, which uses
a timestamp value to disambiguate sequence numbers.
Acknowledgement number
The acknowledgement works similarly to the sequence number, but
instead of incrementing by the number of data sent, it acknowledges
the data which is received, by sending back the next expected sequence
number to the sender in the ACK-packet.
The sender can then calculate which data was received by the
receiver, and determine which packets it might send or to resent.
1.2.3 TCP Traffic
A standard TCP-flow consists of data packets in forward path, with an
associated ACK for every second packet received on the reverse path.
When the receiver sends an ACK for every second packet, it is using
"Delayed ACKs". Delayed ACKs were implemented to conserve the
network and host resources.
In the first versions of TCP, TCP sent an ACK for every data packet.
With delayed ACKs this behaviour is only seen during a reordering
event. The delay of an ACK is limited to 500ms, and the RFC states
that an ACK should be sent for ever second data packet [9].
1.2.4 Congestion control
The congestion control of Linux handles both network congestion
control and the receiver’s limitations, which is called flow control.
TCP windows
The TCP connection will at any time keep track of both the sender
window and a receiver window, which consists of the sent and the
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received data. A TCP connection sends an entire window of segments to
the destination at one time, instead of waiting for an acknowledgement
for every packet. This is called a sliding window protocol.
Congestion window The congestion window is maintained by the
sender. The sender keeps track of its current sender window and
the receiver window on the connected host. By keeping track of this
information the sender will choose the lowest value of the congestion
window and receiver window.
Congestion window size The sender will keep a congestion window
size value. This value is influenced by the congestion encountered in
the network. When sending a data packet the sender will choose the
lowest value from the congestion window and the receiver window. This
way the sender will not saturate the receiver due to flow control and the
network will not suffer from congestion.
The Congestion window snd_cwnd is continuously updated using
feedback from the network. snd_cwnd tries to approximate itself to the
current bandwidth-delay product.
A Linux sender will manage three variables, snd_wnd, rcv_wnd
and snd_cwnd. snd_wnd is as explained above, set according to the
two others. The amount of data transiting the network is limited by
snd_wnd, setting snd_wnd to always be less than the bandwidth-delay
product will ensure that there is no congestion in the network.
Slow start
When the sender is in slow start, the congestion window (cwnd) is
increased for every ACK, starting from an initial window of (typically)
1-4 packets to the slow start-threshold. This is used at the beginning
of a connection. When no ACKs arrive for a certain duration, a timeout
occurs and TCP congestion control also enters this phase.
Congestion avoidance
Congestion avoidance is an algorithm which reduces the sender’s
window when a loss is experienced. The sender window is reduced by
half and then increases the window by one per round trip time.
Figure 1.4: Receiver window
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Fast retransmit/ fast recovery
Fast retransmit is initiated when three DUPACKs arrives at the sender.
This algorithm retransmits a packet before its retransmit timer times
out. When a packet is retransmitted the sender enters the congestion
avoidance phase, which halves the window and sets this value as the
new slow start threshold.
1.2.5 ECN
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) was introduced in RFC3168 [29]
in 2001. ECN introduces a method for the network to notify the sender
of data that the network is congested, without dropping packets. ECN
is an end-to-end notification, and must be implemented in the sender,
receiver and routers in the network path.
To be able to send status-data, ECN redefines some header fields
used by Differentiated services (DS) in IP, and uses some of the reserved
bits in the TCP header, as seen in figures 1.3 and 1.2
ECN is not widely used in the internet. In Windows versions up to
Windows 7 ECN is disabled by default 2. In Linux, ECN is used if the
other side asks for it.
The Random early detection (RED) queue which may be used in
routers utilizes ECN. Instead of dropping a random packet to inform the
sender to slow down the sendingrate, the packet is marked. As shown in
figure 1.5, the data packet is marked by the router and received by the
data-receiver. The next outbound ACK will be tagged by the receiver,
signalling to the sender the current status of the network.
TCP only implements congestion control on data packets. Since TCP
does not perform congestion control on control packets (pure ACKs,
SYN, FIN segments), control packets are usually not marked as ECN-
capable. This is stated in the ECN RFC under section [29, 6.1.4.
Congestion on the ACK-path]. Since there is no mechanism to adapt
the flow of control packets, no benefits are present for marking these.
The ECN draft leaves the details of marking control packets for future
research.
To extend the ECN functionality, ECN+ was proposed in [21]. This
suggests marking SYN-ACK packets as ECN-capable. ECN+ has been
2http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb726965.aspx
Figure 1.5: Packet marked with ECN
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shown to provide large improvements to the performance of short-lived
TCP connections [22]. This is because loss of a control packet might slow
down the total performance of the transmission. With ECN marking the
packet instead of dropping it, the transmission can slow down without
loss.
There are still some old firewalls and routers on the Internet that
filter IP packets that have the ECN bits set. This is fairly uncommon
with newer systems.
The performance of ECN is evaluated in RFC2884 [30]. The RFC
concludes with an enhancement of bulk and transactional TCP traffic,
as using ECN can avoid timeouts.
1.2.6 TCP-STATE machine
TCP changes its state according to the state machine illustrated in
figure 1.6. The state machine is used to track the connection state.
When a connection is to be initiated, machine A will traverse through
SYN_SENT, to ESTABLISHED and close at a FIN-state. Computer B,
which is connected to is in a LISTEN state, which makes it connectible.
Then when a synchronize(SYN) message is received, computer B will
wait until an ACK is received before it changes state to ESTABLISHED.
When a Finish (FIN) message is received, the state is changed to FIN.
1.2.7 Byte counting and ABC
The default method of Linux is to count the number of ACKs received by
the sender, and increase the value of CWND accordingly. Appropriate
Byte Counting (ABC) is a technique for raising the sender congestion
window according to how many bytes have been acknowledged. This is
an alternative to the default method for increasing the CWND value.
Byte counting behaviour can defer from the different implementa-
tions. Some ABC-mechanisms described by Landstrøm et. al. [24]
have a different calculation for the increase. The standardized version
of byte counting, which is called Appropriate Byte Counting [2], lim-
its the amount of data counted for one acknowledgement to at most
L ∗MSSbytes. MSS is the maximum segment size, and L is a config-
urable parameter.
Appropriate byte counting will give a faster growing CWND. A
negative effect of ABC can be more packet-drops due to a faster growing
CWND, which will give an increased number of retransmits.
1.2.8 Burstiness Pacing and rate based pacing
TCP optimizes its rate by sending bursts of packets on the network.
If the bandwith-delay product is high, the bursts sent into the network
are large [20]. Queuing theory says that bursty traffic will crate queuing
delays and more packet loss which yields lowers throughput [1].
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Figure 1.6: TCP state machine [33]
To compensate for traffic burstiness, several types of burst control
algorithms are proposed.
Linux uses the received ACKs to clock out new datapackets. But
instead of sending full bursts, Linux uses a form of burst moderation.
Linux avoids bursts by limiting the congestion window to allow at most
three segments to be transmitted for an incoming ACK [32]. The value
of three can be changed if the sender experiences much reordering.
The function for moderating bursts in Linux is tcp_max_burst called
in tcp_moderate_cwnd, which sets the value of sender Congestion
Window (CWND) to packets_in_flight + tp->reordering. If the
sender experiences much reordering, a higher burst value is applied.
1.3 DCCP
DCCP is a transport layer protocol which implements reliable connec-
tion setup, teardown, ECN, congestion control and feature negotiation.
DCCP is message-oriented much like UDP, but implements functions
which the application would need to take care of with UDP. The connec-
tion setup, teardown, congestion control and ECN is much like TCP, but
DCCP does not offer reliable end to end communication [15].
DCCP is proposed as an alternative for long-lived non-congestion-
controlled traffic. This type of traffic can be harmful for internet links,
since it does not reduce the sending-rate when links are congested [19].
The DCCP protocol was introduced to give the behaviour of UDP, but
with control of congestion [19]. One especially interesting mechanism
of DCCP is the congestion control of ACKs. ACK congestion control is
not present in the TCP-standards, but proposed in RFC3449 [5] and
RFC5690 [14].
DCCP has several types of packets used in data transmission:
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0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Source Port | Dest Port |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| Data Offset | CCVal | CsCov | Checksum |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
| | |X| | .
| Res | Type |=| Reserved | Sequence Number ( high b i t s ) .
| | |1| | .
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
. Sequence Number ( low b i t s ) |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
Figure 1.7: DCCP header
DCCP-Data, DCCP-Ack and DCCP-DataAck. DCCP-Datahas a generic
header, options and data. The DCCP-Ack includes an acknowledge-
number field which is used to acknowledge data packets. DCCP-
DataAck are DCCP-data packets with piggybacked acknowledgements.
1.3.1 Acknowledgements
Chapter 6 of RFC4341 describes how acknowledgements are handled
in DCCP. Normal behaviour is an ACK-ratio of two. This will give the
same ACK-rate as TCP Delayed ACKs.
Acknowledgements of datapackets in DCCP has an ACK-Vector
option containing information about the packets received, and if the
packets were ECN-marked in flight. The ACK-Vector is sent as an
option, much like SACK in TCP.
If an acknowledgement is detected as lost or marked, the sender will
halve the sending rate of ACKs by increasing the ratio. An adjustment
of the ratio R is done for every Round Trip Time (RTT). If no lost
acknowledgements are detected, the ratio will be lowered.
The detection mechanism will only react on loss of packets without
application data. This category includes DCCP-Ack, DCCP-Close,
DCCP-CloseReq, DCCP-Reset, DCCP-Sync, and DCCP-SyncAck [15]
Congestion control of ACKs
The congestion control of ACKs in DCCP works as following: When an
ACK is lost or marked, the ratio R is multiplied by two, halving the rate
of ACKs. After some period of time the ratio will decrease linearly, until
the basis-ratio of two, of a new loss or marked ACK is detected.
1.4 ACKCC
ACK congestion control for TCP was proposed in [5] as an experimental
technique. It is described as a mimic of TCPs congestion control, but is
not recommended to use in the current internet due to option numbers,
ECN functionality and little experience with similar techniques.
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While [18] used a gateway based technique, RFC5690 – Adding
Acknowledgement Congestion Control to TCP is located in the kernel
TCP-implementation of the clients.
RFC5690 was published February 2010, as an informational RFC.
The RFC5690 describes the sender and receiver of data. The sender
sends data packets and handles the ACKs arriving in the reverse path.
The receiver receives the data packets and keeps a data structure
updated with the number of data packets received, and when to send
an ack back to the sender.
Ack Congestion Control for TCP are designed from the technique of
ACK congestion control in DCCP.
1.4.1 Operation
The ACKCC has the purpose of reacting to changes in the ACK-traffic,
both when there is loss, and when traffic is uninterrupted. The ACKCC
aims to reduce the number of ACKs sent when loss is encountered. If
congestion is experienced in the reverse path, the ratio of sent ACKs
is decreased by increasing the ACK ratio. The RFC defines the initial
value 2 for the ACKCC ratio. The ratio value is the number of data
packets the receiver should receive, before an ack is sent back to the
sender. The reason for the choice of this value is not described in the
RFC, but it fits with RFC 1122 [9] which states, in section 4.2.3.2 When
to Send an ACK Segment, that an ACK should be sent for every second
packet.
Normal:
The normal data traffic with ACKCC enabled is an ack for every second
data packet. This is shown in figure 1.8, where six data-packets are
sent, and three ACKs are returned to the sender. Since ACKs are
cumulative, the ACKs will acknowledge all previous packets. If the
receiver receives one data packet, and not the second, the receiver will
send an ack when the ack timer expires.
Figure 1.8: Standard traffic flow with ACKCC
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Congestion:
If the ACK packet encounters congestion, one of two events can occur:
1. The ACK is dropped
2. The ACK is ECN marked
In the case where the packet is dropped, the traffic will behave as in
figure 1.9. This figure gives an overview of what happens after a ACK-
drop. The sender will see that one of the ACKs received acknowledges
more packets than the negotiated ratio. This will trigger a change in the
ratio of the sender side, which informs the receiver tat it should double
the ratio.
A similar traffic flow will occur if the ACK is ECN marked, the ACK
will not be lost, but the exchange of the TCP option will be initiated.
A figure with a more complicated version, showing all traffic sent
together with the option-change is shown in figure 1.10. This figure
shows how the ACK for an option change will be received several ACKs
after the change was initiated by the sender, due to the CWND and the
RTT of the connection. The receiver will need to wait until the data
packet carrying the rate change has been acknowledged to be sure that
the ratio is received and used by the other end. Since the option to
change the ratio is sent on a data packet, TCPs reliable transmission
will ensure that the option is delivered. Any ACK acknowledging this
data packet will acknowledge that the ratio is changed.
When decreasing the ratio, the packet parsing of options will be done
before an ACK is checked if it should be sent or not. The new value for
ACKCC on ACK-transmit side will be changed immediately. On the
data sender side, the ACKCC ratio will be changed when the ACK is
received, which will verify that the receiver is using the new ratio.
Max-ratio To prevent a complete stall of the transfer, the ACK-
ratio must have a max value. The max value is calculated from the
current congestion window, giving a minimum ACK-rate of two ACKs
per congestion window.
MAX(2,
cwnd ·MSS
K
) (1.1)
The formula given in 1.1 will calculate at which point the receiver
must send an ACK, to obtain a rate of two packets per congestion
window. In systems where CWND is packet-based, the MSS-factor is
removed.
Several drops in one RTT If two packets are lost in the same RTT,
no measures needs to be taken. This is specified in the 5690 section
4.5: The sender should not attempt to change the ACK
Ratio more than once per round-trip time.
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Figure 1.9: Drop ACK traffic flow with ACKCC Simple
Figure 1.10: Drop ACK traffic flow with ACKCC Complex
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Figure 1.11: Drop two ACK traffic flow with ACKCC Comp
When the sender has sent an update of ACK ratio, its state will not
be changed until an ACK is received. The ACKCC-ratio will be locked
in this phase. Figure 1.11 illustrates this function.
Handling DUPACKs
The RFC specifies how DUPACKs should be handled throughout the
data transfer. DUPACKs are used by the sender to identify reordering
or a drop at the receiver side. In TCP, DUPACK is sent for each data
packet which arrives out of order.
The RFC5690 states the following in [14, Section 4.6]:
When the ACK Ratio is at most two, the TCP receiver
should still send an immediate duplicate ACK when an out-
of-order segment arrives.’
This means that the connection between sender and receiver should
send duplicate ACKs according to RFC 5681 if the ACKCC-ratio is less
or equal to two. This is also described in section [14, Section 4.4] but
further discussed in [14, Section 4.6].
The duplicate acknowledgements are important for the sender to be
aware that a data packet is lost. After the first three DUPCACKs, the
fast retransmit mechanism will start, and retransmitting the packets
which are indicated as lost. The Fast retransmit will prevent the
retransmit timer to time out, and prevents the data transfer to stall
due to a loss.
"In general, when the ACK Ratio is greater than two, the
TCP receiver still should send an immediate duplicate ACK
for each of the first three out-of-order segments that arrive
in a reordering event."
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Since the first three DUPACKs are important for the fast-
retransmit, these are to be sent immediately, even if the ACKCC-ratio
is higher than two.
"However, when the ACK Ratio is greater than two,
after the first three duplicate ACKs have been sent, the
TCP receiver should perform ACK congestion control on the
remaining ACKs to be sent during the current reordering
event."
After the first three DUPACKs are sent, the receiver should go back
to sending ACKs for every ACKCC-rate R data packet. But only if the
ratio is greater then two. This will release stress from the network
buffers and medium at the reverse path. Since a DUPACK is usually
sent for every data packet, the ACK traffic will increase during fast
retransmit.
Lost ACK detection after loss event Section 4.4, out-of-order data
packets, describes how the sender can detect lost DUPACKs when the
receiver has out-of-order data in its queue, and the ratio is at most two.
At this point, the receiver sends an ACK for every packet received. The
RFC suggests to count the number of DUPACKs received and compare
the value with the number of sent data packets to determine how many
DUPACKs should have arrived, until the next full or partial ACK covers
the lost part of the window. This happens after the retransmit have
filled the holes in the out-of-order queue.
As of the next paragraph of this section, it is specified that counting
of DUPACKs does not apply to cases where the ratio is higher then two.
This is done for simplicity, and the sender will stop the detection of lost
ACK-packets.
The RFC states in section 4.4.1 that due to uneven progress of the
cumulative acknowledgement field, during a loss recovery period, the
sender should not attempt to detect lost ACK packets. As an ACK
can acknowledge a whole window of data, the number of ACKed data
packets will be higher then the ratio. Therefore no changes should be
done to the ratio during this type of event. This section does not specify
how filtering of DUPACKs applies to a ratio of higher, less or equal to
two.
Section 4.5 of RFC5690 states that the sender should not detect lost
ACK packets during a loss event if the ratio is higher than two, implying
that this should be done when the ratio is two or less.
Summarized this means that the receiver should use ACKCC on
DUPACKs when the ratio is higher than two. The sender should
thereby detect a lost DUPACK, unless the sender has entered loss
recovery phase.
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Congestion-free period
When the congestion of ACKs has ended, either because the ACK
congestion event on the link is over, or the sender has found a fitting
ACK-ratio, the sender should continue as normal. After a congestion
free period, the sender tries to increase the ACK rate by lowering the
ACK ratio.
The RFC has two descriptions on when this should be done. In the
introduction, the following can be read:
"for every RTT containing no ACK congestion event,
the sender additively increases the acknowledgement rate
through gradual decreases in the ACK Ratio."
Later, in the ACK Congestion Control section (4.5), the following
algorithm is described:
"for each cwnd/(MSS · (R2 − R)) consecutive congestion
windows of data with no lost or marked ACK packets, the
ACK Ratio is decreased by 1."
As section 4 in the RFC describes the ACKCC protocol, the
congestion-free period is calculated by the formula 1.2. The background
for the formula is derived from Section 6.1.2 of RFC4341 [15], note that
this formula will give a result in packets, while RFC4341 counts ACKs
by bytes.
cwnd ∗ cwnd
R2 −R (1.2)
This formula gives the number of packets which has to be ACKed by
the receiver without a loss of ACKs, before the ratio is decreased by
one. The formula is designed to give a TCP friendly sending rate. Since
the formula in [15] calculates the number of windows to wait before a
decrease, cwnd· is added to get the result in number of packets.
Reducing ACKCC rate after congestion in the forward path
A possible addition to the implementation is described in the original
RFC. This addition reduces the rate of ACKCC when a congestion event
on the forward path is detected.
When the reduction of the congestion window is detected, the rate
should be halved. If a whole window is lost, and the sender reinitialise
slow start, ACKCC should reinitialize at the default value R = 2.
Since the CWND will be halved when congestion is detected, the
rate of ACKCC will also be halved. In case of a loss, the ACKCC value
will be reinitialized at two. Figure 1.12 illustrates the reduction of the
ACKCC-ratio after a retransmit.
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Figure 1.12: Reducing R on congestion event
1.4.2 ACKCC-variants
Other ACKCC variants have been proposed. The variants have various
small differences in the implementations with regards to increasing the
ratio value. Both will increase the minimum ratio, until a timeout occur.
Limited ACKCC Proposed by [25]. The conventional ACKCC has a
minimum ratio of two. Which is the lowest value the ratio can be. With
limited ACKCC, the minimal ACK-ratio is influenced by the previous
ACK-ratio. This means that when the ACK-ratio is increased, the given
calculation will be preformed. The formula for "Limited ACKCC is as
following:Rmin = Rmin + (Rprev/2)
Gentle ACKCC Gentle ACKCC is also proposed by [25]. Instead of
using the previous ratio as a factor, the lowest ratio possible is increased
by one. The formula is Rmin = Rmin + 1
1.5 Related work
Some related work has been done on the area of asymmetry and
reduction of control-data sent in a limited network-link.
RFC3449 [5] describes performance problems due to asymmetric
effects. Many different performance improvements are surveyed, as
well as one form of ACK congestion control. The mechanism is designed
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to use ECN to notify of congestion, and a dynamic variable delayed
ack-factor. The factor should multiplicatively increase upwards, and
linearly downwards. While the technique is not tested, it is described as
an experimental approach. This means that further experiments must
be done before it is recommended for the public internet.
The authors of [18] describe a gateway based mechanism, which will
moderate the number of ACKs sent over a link with limitations. Rather
than queueing every forwarded TCP ACK and dropping overflown
packets, the algorithm moderates the upstream ACK traffic to an
estimated bandwidth value. The aim is to reduce the number of ACK
packets generated for a given amount of data. This decreases the
number of collisions with data packets in the wireless channel. The
algorithm adaptively determines at which time an ACK should be
transmitted. This will make slow connections increase the window
faster by letting more ACKs be sent in critical periods.
An attempt to induce the sender to artificially inflate its congestion
window, is known as "ACK Division" [3]. In this mechanism more
ACKs are sent per data packet to make the sender increase the
congestion window, since the congestion window is increased for every
ACK received. The ACK frequency in TCP does not fit for all types of
networks [4]. The idea of a nonconstant dynamic ACK frequency, which
can match the network conditions, is the same when using ACK-division
and ACKCC. Sensor, vehicular or satellite networks, can benefit of a
dynamic ACK frequency [4].
Lower ACK ratio The authors of [24] did simulations based on
reducing the number of ACKs to a fixed ratio. The simulations did show
that the bitrate generated by ACKs, decreased when increasing the
ACK-ratio. They also experienced that acknowledging a fixed number of
segments has drawbacks. In the case where the send window is small,
the number of ACKs needed to ensure a good transfer rate will have to
be higher.
They conclude that sending one ACK per send window is enough to
avoid timeouts, but does not ensure good utilization of the bandwith.
Two ACKs per send window will give a good utilization. Their research
shows that a lower ACK rate then normal is possible with the use of
modified ABC and modified Fast retransmit. Fast recovery is often
unsuccessful when the acknowledgement frequency is low. 4 ACKs per
send window is sufficient to preserve throughput performance.
Delayed acknowledgements is implemented in the TCP standard to
reduce the number of signalling packets. A delayed ACK should be
sent every other segment, and must not be de delayed for more then
0.5 seconds [9]. Using delayed ACKs also increases the chances for a
piggybacked data, which is an ACK sent together with a data packet in
the reverse path.
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1.5.1 WLAN and shared medium
In the referenced article [18], they presents simulation results using
ACK congestion control and filtering for fairness provision in an uplink
802.11 wireless channel. The wireless medium is shared, and any traffic
sent on the channel will block it. With a lot of concurrent flows, the
asymmetry will fill up the queue of the Access Point, and can give
drops in the reverse path. This simulations are using a gateway based
technique to reduce the number of ACK packets generated for a given
amount of data, which decreases the collisions with data packets in
the wireless channel. This is done by removing ACKs which are being
ACKed by a later ACK, due to the cumulative ACKing of TCP. Since
ACKs are cumulative, transmissions with large windows wont suffer
as much as transmissions with small windows. Small windows will
decrease more, and suffer from starvation.
This article concluded that ACK Congestion Control and filtering
solved problems with uplink fairness in the 802.11 by proposing an
algorithm to control the reverse path ACKs.
1.5.2 Asymmetry in TCP
TCP is an ACK clocking mechanism, which will send out data for each
ACK received. When data packets are sent in an asymmetric network,
ACKs will return to the sender at a slower rate, due to the asymmetry.
A forward path with large bandwidth, might not be congested.
The sender will keep a high transfer rate without any regards of the
missing feedback-packets which might be lost, due to congestion in
reverse path. This might lead to performance loss for a TCP connection
[6, 23] Asymmetry in network can be calculated by using the formula
in equation 1.3. By calculating the network asymmetry, we get a value
identifying a ratio between the forward path and reverse path. This
ratio can be used to analyse the behaviour of ACK congestion control, as
the ACKCC-ratio will increase towards and oscillate around this value.
K =
Sa/µa
Sd/µd
(1.3)
The formula expressed in 1.3 is derived in the article [6].
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Chapter 2
Development and
Implementation
2.1 Development
To be able to test a change in the Linux kernel, the operating system
must be booted with the compiled kernel. The compilation process
for the whole kernel is time consuming, and requires some processing
power for compiling. After first time compiling, the makefile only
compiles the changed parts of the code and the parts dependent on the
changed code. This makes the compilation less time-consuming.
Since the Operating System needs to be booted with the kernel,
a regular computer is ineffective when it needs to reboot often. The
new kernel needs to be applied in the correct configuration files, and
be placed in correct paths. The solution used for development is a
virtualization software called Qemu.
Qemu with Kernel Virtualization Module (KVM) uses the Virtual-
ization capabilities of Intel processor with Virtualization Technology ex-
tensions, or an AMD processor with Secure Virtual Machine (SVM) ex-
tensions (also called AMD-V) processor1. This capability makes Qemu
accelerate otherwise time-consuming privileged instruction executions
[35]. Qemu also has the ability to start with a kernel-binary as a pa-
rameter from the Linux command line, and do kernel printouts to a file
on the host computer.
During the development the test set-up was one computer, with tools
for programming, building, compiling and running virtual servers.
While testing kernel changes in a real-life testbed, the second test
set-up was two separate machines, with the modified kernel installed
and with a traffic control on a machine between the two. This is shown
in figure 3.1.3.
1http://www.linux-kvm.org/page/FAQ
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2.2 Implementation Design
RFC5690 was primarily used as the implementation reference. All
implementation decisions were made based on this document. At one
point, a thesis by Andres Emilio Arcia Moret [25] was used to clarify
an implementation question, regarding the calculation of ACKCC rate
decrease.
The choice of the Linux kernel version (2.6.35) was made primarily
because it was the version bundled with Debian GNU/Linux 6.0, which
was the stable release of Debian at the project startup.
2.3 Additions and modifications to the Linux
kernel
The Linux kernel is a complex code, with many functions and function-
calls. While investigating the functions and call, the printk function
was used to trace how different packets invoked functions throughout
the kernel code.
The TCP-network packets are primarily handled by three files in the
/net/ipv4/ folder, tcp.c, tcp_input.c and tcp_output.c. This
folder also contains the congestion control implementations cubic, sack
and other congestion control mechanisms.
The system controls for interfacing the kernel can be found in
kernel/sysctl_check.c and include/linux/sysctl.h. For TCP
specific system controls, these are located in net/ipv4/sysctl_net_ipv4.c,
net/ipv4/tcp_input.c and include/net/tcp.h.
2.3.1 sysctl
To be able to activate and deactivate the ACKCC option, a system
control was assigned for ACKCC. Sysctl is an interface to change the
kernel parameters at runtime from userspace.
Using a system control, ACKCC can be turned off, and will not send
the option with the SYN packet.
The following definitions are needed to create a system control, and
are listed below.
Listing 2.1: net/ipv4sysctl_net_ipv4.c
{
. ctl_name = NET_TCP_ACKCC,
. procname = " tcp_ackcc " ,
. data = &sysct l_tcp_ackcc ,
. maxlen = sizeof ( int ) ,
. mode = 0644 ,
. proc_handler = proc_dointvec
} ,
The sysctl_net_ipv4.c file is located in net/ipv4/ folder, alongside with
tcp_input.c, tcp_output.c and tcp.c
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The default value for ACKCC, enabled or disabled, is defined in the
tcp_input.c file. By setting the value to 1, ACKCC will be default
enabled for the kernel.
Listing 2.2: tcp_input.c
int sysct l_tcp_ackcc __read_mostly = 1; /*RFC5690*/
The system control needs some handler definitions, as seen below:
Listing 2.3: kernel/sysctl_check.c
{ NET_TCP_ACKCC, " tcp_ackcc " } ,
Listing 2.4: include/linux/sysctl.h
NET_TCP_ACKCC=126 ,
It is also important to use unique numbers within the same enum.
Listing 2.5: include/net/tcp.h
extern int sysct l_tcp_ackcc ; /* RFC5690 */
To be able to deactivate the system ACKCC, the user can type the
following command in the console:
# s y s c t l −w tcp_ackcc=0
Deactivation will prohibit the ACKCC option to be sent on a SYN-
packet, and ACKCC will not be used.
Implemented sysctl handles
To make functionality testing of this mechanism possible, more system
controls have been added for a dynamic configuration of the test-system.
Some test-metrics can be tuned if necessary.
The tcp_ackcc_ooo control enables or disables ACK congestion
control on DUPACKs. This functionality is described in section 4.6 of
RFC5690.
To test ACKCC in an environment where there is no means for
dropping of ACKs, two system controls have been implemented to mark
outgoing ACKs with the ECN flag. This system controls are only to be
used for testing. The tcp_ackcc_test1 key is able to set an integer, this
integer is checked by the outgoing ACK routine, and mark an outgoing
ACK with ECN. The tcp_ackcc_test2 does the same as for test1, but also
resets the counter for marking an ACK with ECN.
Variable Identifyer sysctl handle
tcp_ackcc NET_TCP_ACKCC=126 net.ipv4.tcp_ackcc
tcp_ackcc_ooo NET_TCP_ACKCC_OOO=127 net.ipv4.tcp_ackcc_ooo
tcp_ackcc_test1 NET_TCP_ACKCC_TEST1=31 net.ipv4.tcp_ackcc_test1
tcp_ackcc_test2 NET_TCP_ACKCC_TEST2=32 net.ipv4.tcp_ackcc_test2
tcp_ackcc_red NET_TCP_ACKCC_RED=32 net.ipv4.tcp_ackcc_red
Table 2.1: Sysctl values implemented
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To enable the possible addition stated in section 4.5.1 of RFC5690,
decreasing the ACK ratio after a congestion event, a system control
named ackcc_red was implemented.
These system controls are defined in table 2.1 and are implemented
as stated above.
2.3.2 Data structures
The Linux kernel has the data structures defined under the /include/
folder of the source tree. As the ACKCC needs to add some data fields
to existing data structures, several header files had to be modified.
A header file holds definitions of functions and datastructures.
To hold variables and values available for the sender and receiver,
these values were kept in the tcp_sock (tp) datastructure. The main
datastructures used is shown in listing 2.6
Listing 2.6: Main data structures
struct tcp_options_received {
<. . . >
u16 ackcc_ok ; /* ACK CC seen on SYN */
u16 ackcc_rate ; /* ACKCC rate change */
} ;
struct tcp_sock {
<. . . >
/* ackcc−variables ! */
/* ACKCC, counter for number of rec ieved
* datapackets , when == rate : send ack */
u32 nr_ackcc ;
/* ACKCC, current rate */
u32 rate_ackcc ;
/* ACKCC, current rate for outgoing acks*/
u32 rate_ackcc_tx ;
/* ACKCC, should I change? */
u32 dirty_ackcc ;
/* ACKCC, tmp−counter , f o r debugging */
u32 tmp_ackcc ;
/* ACKCC, varaible for how many data . p . ,
* acked on las t incomming ack */
u32 ackcc_acked ;
/* ACKCC, la s t sequence sendt arate */
u32 ackcc_lastseq ;
/* ACKCC, used for remebering */
u32 ackcc_changeack ;
/* Result o f decrease calc */
u32 ackcc_cwnd_number ;
/* ACKCC, used for debug */
u32 ackcc_acksnd ;
/* ACKCC, la s t outbound */
u32 ackcc_lastack ;
/* Keeps how many dupacks have been sendt */
u32 ackcc_ooo ;
/* Bookkeeping of la s t seen dupacks */
u32 last_rcv_nxt ;
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/* Keeps track of recovery period */
u32 ackcc_rec ;
/* Keeps track of timeout period */
u32 ackcc_ lost ;
/* ACKCC rate t e s t i n g */
u32 ackcc_mark ;
/* ACKCC rate t e s t i n g */
u32 ackcc_mark_nr ;
< . . . >
}
2.3.3 Counters and rate
Since the node implementing the ACKCC-specification can both send
and receive data on the same socket, the node has to keep an updated
status for both ACK sending-rate and ACK receive rate. It also needs
to count received data packets and received ACKs.
__________ __________
| | | |
| rate_tx | ===> | rate |
|_________| |_________|
| | | |
| rate | <=== | rate_tx |
|_________| |_________|
There are two main values for keeping the rate information at the
sender and receiver. Since a TCP socket can both send and receive,
the node needs to keep both the incoming and outgoing ACK rate as
separate datafields.
When receiving data packets, the TCP receiver counts the data
packets in the variable nr_ackcc. The receiver checks this value
against rate_ackcc_tx. If it is equal, the TCP receiver sends an ACK.
On the other side, the TCP data packet sender checks the received
ACK to determine how many data packets were ACKed. The resolved
value was compared to the rate_ackcc value. If the number of ACKs
is the double of rate_ackcc, then an ACK is lost.
2.3.4 TCP Handshake
The nodes connecting to each other must agree on using ACKCC, the
machines must communicate this during TCP setup. ACKCC was
added to the TCP-options as number 253. This value is defined in the
include/net/tcp.h headerfile.
Handshake options were sent in tcp_syn_options, which is
located in the tcp_output.c file. This function adds the options to the
SYN packet. First, the function checks if the system control for ACKCC
is enabled. If it is, the option is added, and the size of the ACKCC option
is added to the total option length.
Listing 2.7: tcp_output.c: tcp_syn_options
i f ( l i k e l y ( sysct l_tcp_ackcc ) ) {
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printk (KERN_DEBUG "ACK CC aktivert " ) ;
opts−>options |= OPTION_ACKCC;
s ize += TCPOLEN_ACKCC_ALIGNED;
}
When tcp_syn_options has marked the options with the
ACKCC_OPTION, this is written to the outbound segment in the
tcp_options_write function.
Listing 2.8: tcp_output.c: tcp_options_write
i f ( l i k e l y (OPTION_ACKCC & opts−>options ) ) {
* ptr++ = htonl ( (TCPOPT_NOP << 24) |
(TCPOPT_NOP << 16) |
(TCPOPT_ACKCC << 8) |
TCPOLEN_ACKCC) ;
}
When the receiver handles the received packet, tcp_v4_conn_request
handles the connection request. This function calls tcp_parse_options,
which sets the ackcc_ok value in the TCP sockets rx_opt-
stucture. Later tcp_openreq_init sets the ireq->ackcc_ok as
rx_opt->ackcc_ok.
The receiver then initiates the SYN-ACK response to the server. If
an ACKCC-option was received on the SYN-segment and the receiver
had enabled ACKCC, the ACKCC permitted option would be added to
the SYN-ACK. Upon reception of the SYN-ACK segment, the sender
will know that the receiver also supports ACKCC.
Listing 2.9: tcp_output.c: tcp_synack_options
i f ( ireq−>ackcc_ok && sysct l_tcp_ackc ) {
tp−>rx_opt . ackcc_ok =1;
printk (KERN_DEBUG " writing ackcc to synack " ) ;
opts−>options |= OPTION_ACKCC;
s ize += TCPOLEN_ACKCC_ALIGNED
The initialization of ACKCC was done differently for the sender and
receiver. The receiver initiates its ACKCC values when the SYN-ACK
is created.
The sender initiates its ACKCC values when the SYN-ACK is re-
ceived in tcp_rcv_state_process. The receiver will at this point be
in the SYN_SENT state, and will then call tcp_rcv_synsent_state_process.
Listing 2.10: Initialization of ACKCC-values
tp−>nr_ackcc = 1;
tp−>tmp_ackcc = 0;
tp−>rate_ackcc = ACKCC_RATE; /* I n i t i a l number on recv syn*/
tp−>rate_ackcc_tx = ACKCC_RATE; /* Rate ackcc */
tp−>ackcc_lastseq = INT_MAX; /* I n i t i a l number */
tp−>ackcc_cwnd_number=100; /* # packets be fore dec . */
tp−>ackcc_changeack =1;
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2.4 ACK handling
In this section, mechanisms in the TCP receiver, which sends acknowl-
edgements of data packets, are described.
2.4.1 ACK sending
The ACKCC RFC states that an ACK should initially be sent for every
R packets. To be able to do this, some changes to the input and output
routines of TCP must be made.
The RFC states that the receiver can have a counter, which it
increases for each packet received. When a number of packets equal
to the ratio R has been received, an ACK will be sent. Initially this
value is set to 2, which yields normal operation for TCP traffic, equal to
delayed Acknowledgements.
tcp_rcv_established handles incoming traffic. Both ACK and
data packets are dispatched from this function. A data packet can go
two ways in this function, the fast path and the slow path.
Fast path is the usual reception path for data packets. In the
fast path, there are no dubious events or other irregularities. Dubious
means that the the received packet cannot be trusted.
Slow path is more complex. The packet will go through a more
thorough investigation, following step one to seven, described in section
"SEGMENT ARRIVES" of RFC793 [28, Functional Specification].
Data counting
It is important that the received data packet is counted before the re-
ceiver checks if an ACK should be sent. In this implementation, the
counter tp->nr_ackcc is placed in the tcp_event_data_recv func-
tion, to be sure that all data packets are counted. This function, which
counts the packet, is called before any functions for checking ACKs, ei-
ther directly from tcp_event_data_recv or via tcp_data_queue.
ACK output
The code for sending an ACK is named tcp_send_delayed_ack and
tcp_send_ack and is located in tcp_output. tcp_send_delayed_ack
handles sending of delayed ACK, and is dependent on the ACK-timer.
This function will queue up ACKs, and send them if the ACK timer ex-
pires, which happens if no other ACK has been sent. If the ratio is not
reached when a packet is received, the corresponding ACK will be sent
to the delayed function.
The ACK timer always has precedence over the ACK congestion
control. This means that when the delayed ACK timer sends the
delayed ACKs, number of received datapackets and the current ratio
are ignored.
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tcp_send_ack creates the ACK and send it of to the receiver. At
the same time the function will reset the ACK timer, since the ACK was
sent and not stored in the delayed ACK-queue. tcp_send_ack-function
is only modified to clear the counter tp->nr_ackcc, which holds how
many packets have arrived since last outbound ACK.
The function for dispatching ACKs to the correct ACK-function is
__tcp_ack_snd_check. This function has the functionality to check
if an ACK is to be sent or placed in the delay queue. The function
checks if the ACK should be sent immediately by checking the counter
tp->nr_ackcc. If not, the next test will be true if there are other
reasons for the ACK to be sent immediately. A reason for an immediate
ACK could be "quickackmode" or out of order data. "quickackmode" is
used in cases where many ACKs should be delivered.
If non of the above tests send an ACK immediately, the ACK will be
dispatched to the delayed function.
ACK output implementation
As described in the previous section, an ACK will be sent when the
number of received data packets have reached the ratio. This can be
seen in in listing 2.11. The check will confirm that ACKCC is enabled,
then send an ACK if the received number of data packets are larger or
equal to the current ACKCC-ratio, stored in tp->rate_ackcc_tx.
Low receiver window The receiver might experience a lower
receiver window, due to local limitations, or resource limitation. If the
receive window becomes lower then the ACK-ratio, the receiver should
send an ACK when the receiver window is full. The receiver window can
be seen in figure 1.4. If the received packets are not acknowledged, the
window will not advance. In worst case, the receiver must wait for the
delayed ACK-timer to timeout. In listing 2.11, the check to prevent a
stall due to low receiver window, is implemented by comparing rcv_wnd
with the number of received data packets. If there is a problem with
receiver window size, an ACK is sent immediately.
Listing 2.11: tcp_input.c: __tcp_ack_snd_check
i f ( tp−>rx_opt . ackcc_ok == 1 && ( tp−>nr_ackcc >= tp−>rate_ackcc_tx
|| tp−>rcv_wnd <= tp−>nr_ackcc ) ) {
# i f d e f ACKCCDEBUG
printk (KERN_DEBUG "SENDER ACK i __tcp_ack_snd_chck " ) ;
#endif
tcp_send_ack ( sk ) ;
return ;
}
Deactivating the delayed ACK mechanism of Linux Some
changes had to be done to make __tcp_ack_snd_check work as in-
tended. The original test to check if an ACK should be sent, had to be
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bypassed. The Linux kernel will send an ACK of the window has in-
creased far enough. For Delayed ACKs, this value is two. By adding a
higher value to rcv_wnd, delayed ACKs will be disabled without remov-
ing to much of the existing logic. This logic was preserved to maintain
existing mechanisms, like DUPAKCs or "quickackmode"
By adding tp->rx_opt.ackcc_ok to rcv_wnd, the delayed ACK
function is disabled while ACKCC is enabled.
Listing 2.12: tcp_input.c: __tcp_ack_snd_check
i f ( ( ( tp−>rcv_nxt − tp−>rcv_wup ) > inet_csk ( sk)−>icsk_ack . rcv_mss
/* . . . and right edge of window advances far enough .
* ( tcp_recvmsg ( ) wi l l send ACK otherwise ) . Or . . .
*/
/* RFC5690 : To bypass the usual acking , and overwrite with
* ACKCC when , + tp−>rx_opt . ackcc_ok i s added */
&& __tcp_select_window ( sk ) >=
tp−>rcv_wnd + tp−>rx_opt . ackcc_ok ) ||
/* We ACK each frame or . . . */
tcp_in_quickack_mode ( sk ) ||
/* We have out o f order data . */
( o fo_poss ib le && skb_peek(&tp−>out_of_order_queue ) ) ) {
DUPACKs
The RFC states that three DUPACKs should be sent immediately after
an out-of-order event. If the ratio is greater then two, ACKCC should
be applied on DUPACKs, after the initial three.
This functionality is added in __tcp_ack_snd_check which
has a DUPACK counter named tp->ackcc_ooo. While the
tp->out_of_order_queue is empty, this counter is set to zero. When
a packet is marked as out-of-order, the number of packets in the queue
increases, and the tp->ackcc_ooo counter increases for each DU-
PACK. When the counter is higher than 3, the sent DUPACKs will
be dispatched to the delayed ACK function. If the packet counter
tp->nr_ackcc reaches the ACKCC ratio, the DUPACK will be sent.
The out-of-order queue might indicate that several data packets are
lost. The fast retransmit on the sender will know that a data packet is
lost by, receiving three DUPACKs with the same acknowledge number.
If our out-of order queue has several holes, the ackcc_ooo counter on
the receiver will be reset when the receiver wants to send a DUPACK
with a higher acknowledgement number. Three new DUPACKs will
then be sent to warn the sender about the new lost segment, before
ACKCC is enabled on the DUPACKs .
By comparing the previous acknowledgement number, tp->last_rcv_nxt,
to the current receive window variable, tp->rcv_nxt, the receiver will
know if the three next DUPACKs should be sent at once, or dispatched
to delayed ACK, even if our out-of-order queue is still populated.
The implemented code can be seen in listing 2.13. The first code
block will reset the DUPACK counter if the out-of-order queue is empty,
or the receive window has changed.
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The second code block increases tp->ackcc_ooo when an ACK is
sent, while the out-of-order queue is populated.
The third block will determine if the DUPACK should be sent
immediately, or dispatched to delayed ACKs. The DUPACK is placed in
delayed ACKs if the tp->ackcc_ooo has reached 4, the current ratio
is higher than the value two, and ACKCC on DUPACKs are enabled.
Due to problems with restricting DUPACKs, the functionality is
possible to disable with sysctl. This is discussed in greater detail in
the results chapter.
Listing 2.13: tcp_input.c: tcp_ack
i f ( ! skb_peek(&tp−>out_of_order_queue ) ||
tp−>rcv_nxt > tp−>last_rcv_nxt ) {
tp−>ackcc_ooo =0;
}
< . . . >
/* RFC 5690 , 4.6 −: Count number of dupack */
i f ( skb_peek(&tp−>out_of_order_queue ) ) {
tp−>ackcc_ooo ++;
tp−>last_rcv_nxt = tp−>rcv_nxt ;
}
/* IF s y s c t l i s enabled , the r e c e i v e wi l l only send
* 3 dupacks , then ACKCC r e s t */
//Value i s 4 , because f i r s t one out o f order , than 3 dupacks
i f ( tp−>ackcc_ooo > 4 && tp−>rate_ackcc_tx > 2 &&
sysct l_tcp_ackcc_ooo && tp−>rx_opt . ackcc_ok ) {
tcp_send_delayed_ack ( sk ) ;
return ;
}
tcp_send_ack ( sk ) ;
2.4.2 ACK receiving
In this section, we describes the mechanisms of a TCP sender, when
ACKs in return path are received.
Detecting lost and ECN-marked ACKs
On the sender, the ACK packets are processed and dispatched to the
tcp_ack() function at the sender side. This function parses the ACK,
and removes the acknowledged outbound packets from the transmit
queue.
Removing outbound packets from the queue is done in tcp_clean_rtx_queue().
tcp_ack() will also update the congestion control of the forward path.
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By using tcp_clean_rtx_queue(), information about how many
outbound packets have been ACKed can be obtained. If the sender is
receiving an ACK for less packets than the current ratio, the sender
decides if a change of ratio is necessary, and update the receiver.
tcp_clean_rtx_queue() has been expanded to save the number of
ACKed packets to tp->ackcc_acked in the tcp_sock data structure.
Later the receiver uses this value to decide if actions should be taken.
The reason for saving this value to the tp->datastructure
instead of returning the value through the function call, is to make
minimal changes to the existing function signatures and return-values
of the Linux kernel.
If an ACK acknowledges less packets than expected, no special
action is done.
The following code in listing 2.14 is responsible for detecting if an
ACK is lost or ECN marked. If the proposed ratio is not to high, ratio
will be changed and the "dirty" variable set. A lost ACK is detected by
checking the number of acknowledged data packets tp->ackcc_acked
against the current ratio tp->rate_ackcc. The check against the ECN
fields is done by checking the value of TCP_SKB_CB(skb)->flags,
which holds the ECN status flags. If one of these tests is true, ratio
update is initiated.
Preventing change of ratio There are some evens which will
prevent the sender from changing the ACK ratio. If an update is already
sent, tp->ackcc_changeackwill prevent a ratio change since its value
is zero. This is described in further detail in section 2.4.2.
If the connection is experiencing congestion, ratio will not be
changed. This is done by checking the icsk->icsk_ca_state. If the
value is higher than one, the sender will differ from changing its ratio.
This is described in further detail in section 2.4.3.
The detection of false positives is explained in section 2.4.2.
Listing 2.14: tcp_input.c: tcp_ack
/* I f l o s t ack , send update*/
i f ( tp−>rx_opt . ackcc_ok && // ACKCC i s on
/* ack i s l o s t or ECN marked */
( tp−>ackcc_acked > tp−>rate_ackcc ||
(TCP_SKB_CB( skb)−> f lags & 3) ==3 ) &&
/* Prevent f a l s e p o s i t i v e s */
( tp−>ackcc_acked >= tp−>rate_ackcc *2) &&
tp−>tmp_ackcc && // We have a previous ACK
( icsk−>icsk_ca_state < 1) && //Not congestion event
tp−>ackcc_changeack ) { //previous rate−change has been acked .
/* Check to see i f the ackcc_rate i s not too high */
i f ( tp−>rate_ackcc *2 > MAX(2 , tp−>snd_cwnd / 2 ) ) {
printk (KERN_ERR "ACKCC: Rate to high , skipping " ) ;
tp−>tmp_ackcc =0;
}
else {
tp−>rate_ackcc *=2; /* Increase the rate */
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tp−>tmp_ackcc =0; /* Reset number of counted acks*/
tp−>dirty_ackcc =1; /* Set dir ty b i t */
tp−>ackcc_changeack =0; /*Last sequence w/arate */
}
}
False positives
The ACKCC mechanism should react when an ACK is acknowledging
D > R ratapackets. A lost ACK causes the next ACK received to
acknowledge 2R, since the gap between the two received ACKs is
missing an ACK. Because some ACKs acknowledge R + 1 packets, a
test was added to check if an ACK was lost, and not just acknowledging
too many packets.
This function is implemented by checking if the number of ACKed
data packets are greater or equal to 2R. The implemented code can be
seen in listing 2.14.
Rate change algorithm
In section 4.5 of RFC5690, it is stated that the minimum number of
ACKs, in response to a window of data is two. This means that the
ACKCC ratio is not allowed to get a higher value than half the current
congestion window. This is done by using the the formula shown in
equation 1.1. Using this formula will prevent the sender from setting
a ratio which will give less than two ACKs per window. Since this is
implemented with integer division, the value will always be rounded
down. The value K in the equation 1.1 defines the number of ACKs
per CWND and can be changed to give a higher number of ACKs per
window of received data.
In the RFC, this equation is expecting the value of CWND in bytes,
whereas the Linux kernel is using cwnd in segments. Therefore the
MSS factor was removed.
This formula is implemented in the procedure which is responsible
for increasing the ratio. The implementation is shown in listing 2.14. In
the second code block, the current ratio tp->rate_ackcc is multiplied
by two, and tested against the described calculation.
Update ACK-ratio
When the sender concludes that an ACK is lost or marked, it initiates
the update-ratio routine. The tcp_ack function sets the dirty_ackcc
variable in the tcp_sock data structure, which holds the connection-
information. This can be seen in the third code block in listing 2.14,
where variables are changed to match the new ratio. Each outbound
data packet will check if the dirty_ackcc variable is set, and add the
rate update option to its header. To update the ACK ratio, the option
number (kind) is 124, this is chosen from the IANA testing number
range.
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The dirty_ackcc variable is tested in tcp_established_options,
which adds options to data packets. This strategy has one prob-
lem. tcp_established_options can be called without an out-
bound packet. To check if the option is actually written to the
outbound data packet, a secondary test has been added in function
tcp_options_write. If the option has been written, the variable
dirty_ackcc is cleared.
The tcp_options_write function adds the length of the ACKCC
options, described in section 1.2.2. The option length for ACKCC is 3
bytes and a NOP, leaving 4 bytes. The length of the option is defined in
/include/net/tcp.h: TCPOLEN_ACKCC_ALIGNED 4. Listing 2.15
shows the option declaration and clearing of dirty_ackcc.
Listing 2.15: tcp_output.c
i f ( l i k e l y (OPTION_ARATE & opts−>options ) ) {
* ptr++ = htonl ( (TCPOPT_NOP << 24) |
(TCPOPT_ARATE << 16) |
(TCPOLEN_ARATE << 8) |
opts−>arate ) ;
/* Set t er ackcc_dirty t i l 0 */
tp−>dirty_ackcc =0;
After the update of the rate is sent to the receiver, the sender will
not perform any changes until the data packet containing the update
has been ACKed. This method is described in section 2.4.2.
Detecting lost ACK packets after changes in the ACK ratio
Section 4.4 of RFC5690 describes how the sender should handle a
received ACK. The section also describes how the sender should behave
after a change of the ACK ratio, and when it should start using the new
ratio. The RFC describes several methods for identifying that a new
ratio is in use. The methods are listed below.
1. Save sequence number of the data packet with rate-change. Then
use the new ratio when the saved sequence number is covered by
an ACK
2. Save status of decrease or increase of the ratio. When a new ACK
is received, the sender checks if the gap between the ACKS is an
increase or decrease.
3. Save the new ACK-rate, ignore ACKCC until the new rate is used.
The second method listed will create some extra logic to be able to
detect loss of ACKs. Method three pauses the detection of lost ACKs
until an ACKs arrives with the new ratio. A couple of ACKs must be
received to ensure this. Lost ACKs might also complicate the logic.
In this implementation the first method is used. When a data packet
is sent with an option to change the rate, its sequence number is stored
in the tcp_sock data-structure.
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The outbound data packet with the ACKCC ratio update is sent with
tcp_transmit_skb() function. If the option is written to the data
packet, its sequence number is stored to tp->ackcc_lastseq. This is
shown in listing 2.16
Listing 2.16: tcp_output.c: tcp_transmit_skb
tcp_output : tcp_transmit_skb ( )
i f ( opts . arate ) {
tp−>ackcc_lastseq = tcb−>seq ;
}
Every incoming ACK is checked whether it is acknowledging the
stored sequence number. When a ratio change is initiated by the TCP
sender, no other ratio change should be done in the same RTT. Therefore
the ackcc_changeack is set to zero. While ackcc_changeack is zero,
the sender avoid measures if an ACK is lost. To check the incoming ACK
against the saved sequence number, the kernel-function called after()
is used.
When an acknowledgement of the stored sequence number is
received, the counter of received ACKs tp->tmp_ackcc is cleared and
ackcc_changeack are set as 1. changing ackcc_changeack to 1 will
allow the sender to react to lost ACKs. This mechanism is shown in
listing 2.17.
Listing 2.17: tcp_input.c: tcp_ack
tcp_input : tcp_ack ( )
i f ( tp−>rate_ackcc && tp−>rx_opt . ackcc_ok &&
/* Update i s not sent , and not to be written */
! tp−>ackcc_changeack && ! tp−>dirty_ackcc &&
/* acknowledges the saved seq . nr */
af ter ( ack , tp>ackcc_lastseq ) ) {
tp−>ackcc_changeack =1;
tp−>tmp_ackcc =0;
< . . . >
Congestion free event
As described in section 1.4.1, the sender initiates a change of the ratio
if necessary, when the total number of ACKs have reached a certain
calculated number.
Each time a change of ratio is ACKed, tcp_ack() calculates a new
value for the number of windows to wait before a new decision is made
to decrease the ratio of ACKCC. The implemented calculation is shown
in figure 2.18
Listing 2.18: Reduce ratio calculation.
/* Calculate new number of windows*/
int dev = ( tp−>rate_ackcc *tp−>rate_ackcc)−tp−>rate_ackcc ;
int midl = 2;
/*Not to be done on synack*/
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i f ( dev ) {
midl = ( tp−>snd_cwnd / dev ) ;
}
else {
printk (KERN_ERR " dev i s zero " ) ;
}
int tes t = tp−>snd_cwnd * midl ;
tp−>ackcc_cwnd_number = tp−>snd_cwnd * midl ;
ACKCC keeps a counter called tmp_ackcc in tcp_ack(), which
accumulates the number of data packets ACKed by the receiver. This
value is compared with the tp->ackcc_cwnd_number, which is the
number calculated after the previous rate change was ACKed.
2.4.3 Congestion avoidance
The Linux kernel implements a congestion avoidance status field in the
isck-header. The ca_status field has 5 different values defined in
include/linux/tcp.h as seen below.
Field name value
TCP_CA_Open 0
TCP_CA_Disorder 1
TCP_CA_Cwr 2
TCP_CA_Recover 3
TCP_CA_Loss. 4
Section 4.4.1 of RFC5690, "Detecting ACKs after a congestion event"
states that ACKCC should ignore incoming ACKs until the congestion
event is over.
The status of the current congestion value is checked when a rate
update is considered to be sent. This is shown in listing 2.14, where
(icsk->icsk_ca_state < 1) checks if the congestion avoidance state is
higher than zero.
TCP_CA_Open is the normal case of Congestion avoidance, and is
therefore the starting state. The connection increases its congestion
window in this state, upon receiving an ACK.
When the state is in Open, the receiver checks if the ACKs are
dubious. This means that the ACKs are not to be trusted, due to signs
of congestion.
In this state, data is sent in fast path.
TCP_CA_Disorder is simular to Open, but indicates that TCP
experiences some abnormalities. The disorder encountered might be
due to Selective acknowledgements or DUPACKs.
TCP_CA_Cwr is set if the CWND has been reduced. The reason for
a reduced window might be an ECN marked packet or local congestion
[31].
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TCP_CA_Recover means that the sender is fast-retransmitting
data.
TCP_CA_Loss will be set if the retransmit timer (RTO) has expired,
or due to SACK renaging. Sack reneging by receivers is common in high
speed networks [12].
Counting ACKs when sender is in congestion avoidance
RFC5690 states in section 4.4 of the RFC, and described in the back-
ground section 1.4.1 that the sender should be able to count the number
of DUPACKs received during a fast retransmit.
In section 1.4.1, it is described how the sender and receiver should
react to congestion events. This implementation of ACKCC has a
limited functionality with regards to DUPACKs and loss detection.
When the sender is in any type of congestion, the ACK ratio will be
maintained at the same value as when the event started. The sender
will not count received DUPACKs, nor act to a lost DUPACK. A later
version of this implementation should handle congestion event phases
correctly with regards to DUPACKs.
2.5 ECN change
Since ACKCC should be able to detect ECN marked ACKs, some
changes have been done to the ECN implementation. The goal is to
have ACK packets marked with ECN Capable Transport (ECT), the
same way as data packets shown in figure 1.5 on page 10. Linux will not
mark control packets with ECT, due to lack of mechanisms for handling
Congestion Encountered (CE) marked control packets. By changing the
behaviour of ECN, an ECT marked data packet will be responded with
an ECT marked ACK-packet in return path. This is shown in figure
2.1. If there are no congestion on reverse path, the router forwards the
packet to the sender. If the router has a saturated buffer, it marks the
ACK with CE before it is forwarded to the sender.
Instead of marking the data-packet in forward path with ECN-Echo
(ECE), which is the usual response to a CE marked packet, the sender
initiates the change of ACKCC ratio as described in section 2.4.2. The
ratio update is added to the next data packed outbound from the sender.
The sent ratio update can be seen at the bottom left packet in figure 2.1.
Modifications to existing kernel code The ECN code in Linux
discards ECN marking of ACKs because the if-test checks the length of
the data to be sent, and compares it to the length of the TCP-header.
If the compared lengths are equal, the outbound packet is a control
packet, and will not be marked. To be able to send ECN capable bits
in a control-packet like ACK, TCP_ECN_send in tcp_output.c were
modified.
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Figure 2.1: ACK-packet marked with ECN
Listing 2.19: tcp_input.c
i f ( tp−>ecn_f lags & TCP_ECN_OK) {
/* Not−retransmitted data segment : s e t ECT and i n j e c t CWR. */
i f ( ( skb−>len != tcp_header_len || tp->rx_opt.ackcc_ok ) &&
! before (TCP_SKB_CB( skb)−>seq , tp−>snd_nxt ) ) {
The listing in 2.19 presents this modification. To avoid discarding,
the part that checks the lengths of the data being sent was ignored
and thereby bypassed. By adding an "or" statement to the logic, ACK
packets and other control-packets are marked if ACKCC is activated.
This changes the behaviour of ECN stated in RFC3168, which only
sends ECN-capable bits on data packets [29].
To be able to check if an ACK has been marked with CE, the
tcp_ack in tcp_input.c on the sender checks the header bits of the
IP-packet. If CE is present, the sender behaves as if an ACK is lost.
The TCP implementation does not expect to receive ECT and CE
marked ACK-packets. The bits are therefore ignored by the TCP-stack,
and does not interfere with normal traffic.
2.6 Other issues
2.6.1 Rate based pacing
RFC560 states that the sender should use rate based pacing when
ACKCC is activated. This function will minimize bursts by pacing the
packets sent on the link. This mechanism is not implemented in Linux,
and therefore not implemented in this project.
There are implementations available for the Linux kernel, but non
are implemented in the kernel-tree.
2.6.2 Slow-down using ACKCC on DUPACKs
Using ACKCC on DUPACKs might cause lover throughput, due to
slower behaviour during reordering events. The fast retransmit
mechanism is not modified in this project. A modification of Fast
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retransmit might give a more responsive mechanism while using
ACKCC. This will be further described in the results and discussion
parts.
2.6.3 ACK reordering
A reordering of ACKs can be caused by a changing network topology,
or by network buffers. An implementation of ACK congestion control
should be able to handle ACK reordering, as a reordered ACK is
detected as a lost ACK. The cumulative ACKing of TCP acknowledges
all packets in the gap between two ACKs. The number of acknowledged
packets will therefore be interpreted as a loss. This implementation of
ACKCC has currently no mechanism for detecting reordered ACKs.
2.7 Compiling and booting kernel
To be able to compile changes into the kernel, a configuration file is
mandatory for the make-software. The configuration can be created
with make menuconfig. Menuconfig is able to load an existing
configuration file. In this project, the standard configuration file from
Debians 2.6.32.5 kernel was used, to be sure that the kernel operated
well with the correct options.
After the ACKCC code was added to the Linux-source tree, make
was initiated. The make-command can also be supplied with a -j
<nr> option, which specifies how many threads make should use for
the compilation.
When make is finished, a binary file will be available in
arch/x86/boot/bzImage. This is the kernel image which was used to boot
the system.
2.8 Summary
This chapter describes the implementation of RFC5690. The imple-
mentation of the proposed modifications was done without extensive
changes to the originally implemented TCP protocol.
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Chapter 3
Test setups
In this section the test setup used for testing the ACKCC protocol is
presented. The chapter describes the testbed, as well as the tools used
for running and analysing the tests.
3.1 Network setup
Different network setups were used for development and testing
throughout the different phases. The machines consisted of the
following network configuration, hardware and software specifications.
3.1.1 Hardware and software specifications
Hardware and software specifications, is described in appendix A on
page 75.
3.1.2 Network 1
Network 1 is a completely virtual setup used for testing of the
implementation.
To be able to communicate between the virtual guests, each virtual
machine was connected to its own tap device. A tap device is a virtual
network device, used to create network connectivity between software
and the kernel. These tap devices were connected by a bridge device.
When Qemu was started, each tap was connected to its Qemu. Each
machine identified itself with different MAC and IP addresses on the
network interfaces.
When connecting the TAPs in the kernel with a bridge, the data was
forwarded from one tap to the other. This is presented in figure 3.1.
The traffic controller was set to operate on the tap interfaces at the
host computer.
3.1.3 Network 2
This is a physical network which is connected through a traffic
controller, shown in figure 3.2. The network was routed between two
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Figure 3.1: Network 1: Networking between virtual machines
subnets, connected to two different network cards on the controller.
A routed network showed to be a more stable testbed than a bridged
network and was therefore chosen as the method of connect the
computers.
The controller consisted of a rate shaper and a buffer shaper.
In addition to the rate shaping machine, a separate machine was
connected as a delay-box, with a synchronous delay on the link.
To control the network and connected machines, a separate back-
bone network connected the nodes together. A backbone network made
it possible to automate tests and transfer test data between the nodes
without interfering with the test network.
3.1.4 Network 3
Network 3 was a setup designed to test how ACKCC-changes would act
in a wireless and shared medium, where contention may be a possible
problem. The network topology is shown in figure 3.3.
Figure 3.2: Network 2: Networking between traffic controller
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Figure 3.3: Network 3: Networking between machines over wlan
3.2 Tools
3.2.1 QEMU/KVM
QEMU is a processor emulator, available as free software. The QEMU
emulator supports a large variety of different processors, and has a full
system emulator which can access network and peripheral devices. The
hard disk was booted from a virtual disk image.
Virtual environment challenges
When doing testing in a virtual environment, there are some challenges.
The virtual computers are connected through virtual interfaces and
a virtual bridge on the host. Therefore there little limitation on the
bandwidth between the virtual machines.
The virtual machines identify themselves with a 100Mbit interface,
but the actual bandwidth of memory-copying was observed to be much
higher. This resulted in a very large amount of data transferred in
initial tests, and PCAP did not manage to record every packet sent on
the network. PCAP is a software library for capturing network packets
on the network interface.
The solution was to shape the traffic on the bridge during the
development. The rate was configured similar to something expected
from a physical network. This was done with Tc and Qdisc.
3.2.2 Tc/Qdisc
To be able to slow down the communication between the nodes and
introduce some delay to the traffic, TC and Qdisc were used. Tc is a
command-line tool for managing the Linux kernels traffic control, and
can do shaping, scheduling, policing, and dropping.
In this project, shaping and delay of the traffic were needed to
emulate the network connection between two distant computers. Since
ACKCC is implemented to counteract ACK congestion, by reducing the
number of ACKs sent, some packets are needed to be dropped to test the
implementation. The drop of ACKs will come naturally if the buffers are
saturated.
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The Tc-rules were added to the tap interfaces of the virtual
machines, or on the physical networks of the physical traffic-controller.
Since Tc is applied on the egress ports of interfaces, rules can easily be
set to only drop, shape, forward or reverse packets.
TBF A token bucket filter (TBF) was used to set a fixed latency on the
link. A TBF is used for shaping of the traffic on the egress port. TBF is
classless, and cannot be stacked.
The following TBF-configuration was used at a separate delay-
generating machine.
tc qdisc add dev tap0 root tb f rate 10Mbit latency 50ms burst 1540
tc qdisc add dev tap1 root tb f rate 1Mbit latency 50ms burst 1540
HTB The Hierarchical Token Buckets (HTB) queue is a hierarchical
queue, which means that several queues can be assigned to an interface,
by a hierarchical layering. All packets can be marked at the incoming
network card, and assigned the handle number of a queue. The packet
will then be placed in its right queue.
Different queues have different parameters with regards to rate and
buffer size. Incoming packets are marked with the iptables mangle-
function.
A typical HTB queue can be seen in the following listing. This
configuration will give a bandwidth of 10Mbit/1Mbit.
#eth3 : downlink (From sender point )
#eth4 : uplink (From sender point )
tc qdisc add dev eth3 root handle 1 : htb
tc c lass add dev eth3 parent 1:1 c lass id 1:11 htb rate 1000 kbit
tc qdisc add dev eth3 parent 1:11 handle 10: netem l imit 30
tc f i l t e r add dev eth3 parent 1 : prio 1 handle 10 fw flowid 1:11
tc qdisc add dev eth4 root handle 1 : htb
tc c lass add dev eth4 parent 1:1 c lass id 1:11 htb rate 10000 kbit
tc qdisc add dev eth4 parent 1:11 handle 10: netem l imit 83
tc f i l t e r add dev eth4 parent 1 : prio 1 handle 10 fw flowid 1:11
Changing active buffer
By mangling all incoming packets with a mark, a packet will be
assigned the queue associated with the mark.
ip tab les −t mangle −A FORWARD −i eth4 −j MARK −−set−mark 10
iptables −t mangle −A FORWARD −i eth3 −j MARK −−set−mark 10
Marking of the packets is done with iptables. The marking is
not done in the TCP-packet, but on the local data-structure in the
networking kernel of Linux.
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Buffer sizes
To find a fitting value for the netem queues, the bandwidth-delay
product can be used. The bandwidth-delay product is the product of
the data-link capacity and the RTT. The result tells us the maximum
amount of data which is in the network. Formula 3.1 can be used to
express this value in packets. The formula divides the bandwidth-delay
(Bw·RTT) product by 8 to change from bits to bytes. Then this is divided
by the size of the data packets (MSS).
P =
Bw · RTT
MSS · 8 (3.1)
With a known capacity of the link, the buffer should reflect the
bandwidth-delay product. With a too large buffer, the sender will
unnecessarily fill up the buffer with large amount of packets. As the
buffer is capable to store a lot of packets sent from the sender, some
data can be stored in the buffer for a long time, which leads to a very
high congestion window and a large round trip time due to full buffers.
To be able to achieve full saturation of the link, the congestion
windows have to be able to grow up to a full bandwidth-delay product.
This is needed because Renos back-off function halves the sending
window when a lost packet is detected. This is shown in figure 3.4 where
the gray field is the utilized bandwidth of the link, and the red dotted
line is the TCPs congestion window.
3.2.3 Buffer state capture
It is useful to record the state of the buffers located on the traffic
controller. To be able to record the quickly changing queue sizes, a
program was used to pull the queuesize every 100 millisecond.
3.2.4 Kernel implementation output
To be able to understand how the ratio calculations are working,
a backtrace of the calculations and changes done throughout the
connection is needed. The output from the kernel is saved in the system
logfile. This is located in /var/log/syslog.
Figure 3.4: Combination of buffer and bandwidth
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ACK-change
When an acknowledgement of an ACK-ratio change is received, the
output will have the following format.
[55472.225185] 59033: snd_cwnd : 428 , tp−>snd_wnd:1077312 ,\
rate : 20 , windows : 1 , number of packets : 428
The port number for the connection is identifying the stream which
experienced congestion in reverse path. The output also gives
information about the congestion window and current ratio. In the
output it can be identified how many data windows the receiver should
acknowledge uninterrupted before a reduction of the ratio should be
initiated. How many packets the number of windows corresponds to,
is also calculated and outputted. The log entry is indexed by the
timestamp of the log entry.
3.2.5 tcpdump
Tcpdump is a packet capture software, used to capture network traffic.
The captured traffic is used to debug, generate statistics and do analysis
of the TCP streams.
usage: tcpdump -i <interface> -s 120 -w <dumpfile>.pcap
All data-dumps were limited to 120 bytes. This way any network
inspector software and self made programs could read the header and
output the traffic-information. Limiting the capture to 120 bytes limits
the harddisk requirements needed for many captures of different traffic.
3.2.6 TCP Probe
To be able to capture the actual congestion window of a stream, a kernel
module had to be loaded. The module is called TCP Probe, and is located
in the tcp_testing section of the Linux-kernel tree.
Listing 3.1: Example tcpprobe output (Adapted from [16])
0.073678 10.8.0.54:38644 192.168.1.42:5001 24 0xb6b19bb 0xb6b19bb 2 2147483647 5792
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
| | | | | | | | +− [ 9 ]
| | | | | | | +−−−−−−−−−−−− [ 8 ]
| | | | | | +−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [ 7 ]
| | | | | +−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [ 6 ]
| | | | +−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [ 5 ]
| | | +−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [ 4 ]
| | +−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [ 3 ]
| +−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [ 2 ]
+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− [ 1 ]
[ 1 ] Time seconds [ 2 ] Sender address : port [ 3 ] Receiver address : port [ 4 ] Bytes in packet
[ 5 ] Next send sequence # [ 6 ] Unacknowledged sequence # [ 7 ] Congestion window
[ 8 ] Slow start threshold [ 9 ] Send window
TCP Probe can output the cwnd value either for each cwnd change,
or for every ACK received. This is done by adding parameters to
modprobe.
Since TCP Probe is loaded as a module, it needs to be recompiled
each time the TCP-header is changed.
Listing 3.2: tcpprobe usage
usage : modprobe tcp\_probe port=5001 [ f u l l =1]
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TCP Probe will output the values of the congestion window, in the
format shown in listing 3.1
3.2.7 tcptrace
tcptrace is a tool for analysing TCP-captures. tcptrace is able to give
information and statistics about the captured packet stream to the user.
usage: tcptrace -lr <dumpfile>.pcap
The program was used for outputting throughput and RTT values
of the captured stream. If several streams are captured, tcptrace will
output the statistics for each flow.
3.2.8 Wireshark
While developing and debugging network traffic, a packet analyser such
as wireshark is necessary. A packet analyser shows the data fields of the
packet headers, and can give a representation of the network stream, as
well as giving statistics of the data transfer. A packet analyser listens
to a bridge, tap-device or physical network interface. The analyser can
also read a pre-captured datafile.
3.2.9 VoIP generator
The VoIP traffic generator was created to emulate a stream of VoIP
packets between nodes. The emulator sends fixed size packets at a fixed
sending rate. The source code for the generator is added in Appendix B
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Chapter 4
Tests
4.1 Functional test
To be able to test the implementation, for every 18000 and 19500
outbound ACK, the ECE field in the TCP header were tagged. This field
were not used in this test, and could therefore tell the traffic controller
when to drop the packet. The traffic controller was configured with IP-
tables with the following settings:
−A FORWARD −p tcp −m ecn −−ecn−tcp−ece eth3 −j DROP
−A FORWARD −p tcp −m ecn −−ecn−tcp−ece eth4 −j DROP
The idea of this test is to see how the traffic pattern changes when
there are no stress on the reverse buffers. On a single datastream we
enforced a drop at given intervals. We were then able to analyse how
ACKCC behaves.
A rate of 10mbit/1mbit was chosen, and a buffer of 60 packets on
both forward and backwards traffic. The receiver is not configured to do
filtering of DUPACKs or change the ACK-ratio in retransmits or during
loss.
The test were run with two variants of Ack Congestion control
enabled, with both ACKCC applied to DUPACK, and without ACKCC
applied to DUPACKs.
The packet size for this test was unmodified Linux packet size of
1500bytes on forward traffic and 53bytes on reverse path.
4.2 Validation test
As the ACKCC RFC5690 has been simulated in other research, a
validation test was carried out to compare results from ACKCC
implemented in Linux tested in an emulated environment with the
results from a simulated study.
The study chosen for comparison is contained in the PhD thesis
by Andres Emilio Arcia Moret [25]. The simulated experiments are
performed with the NS-2 network simulator. The test metrics were
chosen similarly to the thesis by Moret.
• Bandwith: 10Mbit/50Kbit / 10Mbit/61Kbit
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• Forward buffer: 100 packets
• Reverse buffer: 30 packets
• Delay 57ms/57ms = 114ms RTT
• Package size 1500bytes/40bytes
Other linux and hardware specific options were disabled
• timestamps: off
• ABC: off
• TSO: disabled
This test was conducted with both Delayed ACKs and ACKCC. Both
tests had Appropriate byte counting disabled at the hosts. Timestamps
were disabled to get a correct ACK-size of 40 bytes.
4.3 Throughput Tests
This tests will show how ACKCC will perform in a network connection
with a large asymmetry of downlink and uplink. This test will be done
with several flows, and show how ACKCC will perform in comparison
with the default TCP with Reno implementation of Linux.
The test parameters are as following:
Test # streams ABC
ACKCC 5,10,15,20 yes
ACKCC w/DUP 5,10,15,20 yes
Del. ACK 5,10,15,20 yes
Del. ACK 5,10,15,20 no
We want to see how the throughput is affected, when many senders
and receivers are generating data.
The link-setup for this test is 10Mbit with a buffer of 100 packets,
and a reverse path of 100Kbit with a 30 packet buffer.
Each packet is 1500bytes, and each ACK is 52 bytes. The link delay
is set static to 100 ms RTT.
4.4 Adding reduction of ACKCC-rate after con-
gestion event
A possible addition to the ACKCC, is to reduce the ACKCC ratio after a
congestion event. Since the congestion event will reduce the congestion
window, the number of datapackets sent are reduced. A reduced number
of datapackets will result in fewer ACKs, and the ratio can be decreased,
which will increase the rate of AKCs.
This test will be done with both ACKCC enabled and disabled on
DUPACKS. The results will be compared compared with the same
parameters, without the addition enabled.
The link setup is 10Mbit link with 100 packet buffer, and a reverse
path of 100Kbit with 30 packet buffer.
Each packet is 1500bytes, and each ACK is 52 bytes.
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4.5 ACKCC in a shared wireless medium
In this test, we want to study the effect of ACKCC in a wireless link.
Both the sender and receiver will have to reserve the channel to be able
to send data on the link. The network setup was configured according to
figure 3.3 on page 43. This test setup has no forced restrictions applied
to the link. The access-point used is a Zyxel 2602HWT, with a 54Mbit
network.
4.6 Cross-protocol traffic
In this test, we examine how a VoIP stream in reverse path is affected
by ACKCC. VoIP traffic usually consists of UDP traffic, which contains
data encoded voice.
The test is designed to run continuous TCP-traffic with iperf
together with UDP traffic generated from a self written "UDP-packet
generator".
We used the UDP traffic characteristics from [34]. The UDP sender
generates a UDP-packet with a payload of 186 byte, every 20 ms. The
packet includes a sequence number and other static data. The sender
stores the timestamp when the packet is sent in a local datastructure.
The computers are synchronized with an NTP server on the backbone
network. When the receiver gets the UDP packet, it also saves the
current timestamp to a local datastructure.
When the test is finished, both sender and receiver output their
time-tables, and the difference in time can be plotted.
The tests are run with the following parameters:
• Bandwidth forward link: 10Mbit
• Bandwidth reverse link: 100Kbps/150Kbps/200Kbps/300Kbps
• Time span: 500 seconds
• Static delay: 104 ms
• UDP packets: 186+8+20=194 bytes
• TCP-stream: 1500byte/56bytes
4.6.1 Bandwidth usage
The Bandwidth usage of the VoIP traffic can be calculated
(186 + 8 + 20) · 50 · 8 = 85kbit/sec (4.1)
The size of the packets are 188 bytes, one packet is sent every 20 ms,
which will give 50 packets per second. To be able to convert the value
from bytes to bits, the value is multiplied by 8.
To be able to test the ACKCC mechanism, bandwidth parameters
was chosen to a spectre from an extreme asymmetry ratio, to a moderate
asymmetry ratio. Table 4.1 shows the asymmetry ratio for the different
reverse path bandwidth.
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UDP has no form of congestion control, and will occupy link
resources without backing off. Since the VoIP traffic occupies 85Kbit
of the link, the asymmetry ratio calculations will be based on the
remaining bandwidth. Note that this calculations only shows which
bandwidths we are likely to see large difference between ACKCC and
Delayed ACKs.
Bandwidth(Kbit) Asym.ratio(K)
100-85=15 24.9
150-85=65 5.7
200-85=115 3.24
300-85=215 1.73
Table 4.1: Expected asymmetry ratio, with VoIP traffic
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Chapter 5
Results and evaluation
This chapter presents the results obtained from the tests. The results
will be discussed for each test. In the next chapter, the ACKCC protocol
will be evaluated using the testresults obtained.
5.1 Functional test
The results for this test are shown in figure 5.1. We show how a TCP
stream behaves when a lost ACK is detected.
5.1.1 TCP traffic
In figure 5.1, we see the traffic rate of , on average, 83 packets per 100
ms, and a rate of, on average 42 packets in reverse path. The congestion
window is increased for every ACK received by the sender. The reverse
path has a large enough bandwidth to send all ACKs without any drop.
To be able to see a controlled ACK-congestion control behaviour, ACKs
were dropped at two predefined times.
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Figure 5.1: TCP-stream with a dropped ACK at ACK #18000 and #19500
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5.1.2 ACK-ratio
From the graph displayed in figure 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) we can see a drop
of an ACK occur at 43 seconds from the transmission start. The sender
detects the loss, and the ratio is increased from the default value of
R = 2, to a value R = 4. The rate of ACKs in reverse path is
decreased from around 40 to 20 packets per 100ms. After a period of
approximately 1.5 seconds, the ratio is decreased to a value of 3 and the
rate of ACKs increases to 30 packets per 100ms.
The time before a decrease is initiated is calculated by using the
congestion window value and the current ratio. This mechanism is
described in section 1.4.1. The next decrease is initiated after another
two seconds at approximate 46 seconds in figure 5.1(a). At this point,
the congestion windows has increased, and the current ratio is lower.
A case where the the congestion window is higher, and ratio is lower
will give a higher larger of received data packets the sender will have to
wait for before an action can be done.
5.1.3 Retransmit
Between 46 and 47 seconds in the stream, we can see a loss event with
a corresponding fast retransmit. In figure 5.1(a) we can see a spike of
ACKs at the retransmit event. This is Linux congestion control sending
DUPACKs to signal an out of order event. The sender will halve the
congestion window, and retransmit the lost segment. The congestion
window are increased by the number of DUPACKs received from the
loss-event.
In figure 5.1(b), we show the same test with ACKCC enabled on
DUPACKs. The mechanism for filtering DUPACKs is applied if the
ACKCC ratio is larger than 2 (R > 2). At this point, the ratio is three,
and the receiver will send off three DUPACKs before ACKCC is applied
on the rest. This causes a negative spike of sent ACKs, which will give
a related lower rate of sent datapackets.
Since the number of ACKs received is too few to inflate the
congestion window fast enough, the sender congestion window value
becomes lover then without ACKCC enabled on DUPACs. A low
congestion window will prohibit the sender to transmit enough data to
persist a constant high throughput.
5.1.4 DUPACKs and ACKCC
During fast recovery, for every duplicate ACK that is returned to TCP
New Reno, a new unsent packet from the end of the congestion window
is sent, to keep the transmit window full. For every ACK that makes
partial progress in the sequence space, the sender assumes that the
ACK points to a new hole, and the next packet beyond the ACKed
sequence number is sent.
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The function of duplicate acknowledgements are several in a modern
TCP/IP sack. By changing too much to this mechanism may break some
functionality implemented in the networking kernel.
The number of DUPACKs produced by a loss event can be seen in
figure 5.1(b). The amount of ACKs received in a short amount of time is
very high, and will have impacts on the buffers in reverse path.
A problem which might occur from limiting the number of DU-
PACKs, is if one of the first three DUPACKs are lost due to congestion.
The fast retransmit timer might wait a long time for a new dupack to ar-
rive due to ACK congestion control. This will result in a receiver which
will send the next DUPACK after R packets, which might be a large
value.
In this functional test, it is seen how the transfer acts when ACKCC
is enabled on DUPACKs. The transfer rate is decreased due to low ACK
rate.
The issue with a slower increasing CWND when doing ACKCC on
DUPACKs, will require a change of the implemented fast retransmit in
Linux. The mechanism is working as inteded, but will give a slowdown
of the transfer.
The possibility of loosing an important DUPACK, is more severe and
can halt the forward rate. A solution might be to increase the number
of DUPACKs which are sent immediately, to increase the chance of
notifying the sender that an out-of-order event has occured.
5.2 Validation test: One stream 50 kbit
The aim of this test was to compare simulation results by [25] to a
testbed with emulated restrictions on the link. The simulation in [25]
was performed on NS-2 simulation software. The emulated system was
conducted on physical hardware with implementation on a Linux TCP-
stack.
5.2.1 CWND
To be able to compare the results of the studies, both congestion
windows for delayed ACK and ACKCC were compared. The results are
shown in figure 5.2.
The congestion window of the emulated tests is presented in figure
5.2(a). We can see that the results are different from the results with an
equal simulated setting, shown in 5.2(b). Both tests are conducted with
the same metrics, but the behaviour of the traffic is different.
In the emulated case, the growth of the congestion window are
slower with both ACKCC and delayed ACK. The size of the congestion
window are also different between the cases.
A possible explanation for the difference in delayed ACK-case,
could be the behaviour of delayed ACK in NS-2 and the Linux
implementation. The NS-2 simulation was configured to send an ACK
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(a) Emulated (b) Simulated[25]
Figure 5.2: Congestion windows
for every δ = 2 [25] and there because nothing is stated about ABC in
[25], there is reason to believe it was disabled. An observation of the
Linux implementation showed the same behaviour. An ACK is sent for
every second datapacket in Linux delayed ACK. This is shown in table
5.1. Note that this value includes retransmissions and DUPACKs.
We can see from table 5.1 that the number of data packets per ACK
(δ) is the same for the emulated setup as for the simulated setup.
Since the congestion window value has a slow growth in the
emulated case, an explanation could be the rate shaping of reverse
path. A check of the reverse path rate was done with iperf, and gave
a throughput of 48.1 kbit from the receiver to the sender. This confirms
that the link capacity is very close to the simulated case.
Simulating delayed ACKs with Linux TCP-stack
A study of NS-2 implementations and real world TCP-stacks has shown
to give different results. Since ns-2 is build for research, it uses a
more general model of TCP congestion controls [17]. Some cases with
high and low RTT can give a disagreement between a testbed and
simulation [7]. The simulation done in [25] does not specify which type
of TCP-stack was used: The standard ns-2 (native/default) or the Linux-
implementation [36].
A simulation was done with delayed ACKs, and the Linux TCP-
suite to verify the NS-2 setup. The simulation setup can be seen in
Appendix C. The NS-2 version used for this simulation was 2.34.
The simulation CWND-result can be seen in figure 5.3. We
can see that the congestion window growth is steeper in the new
simulation with Linux TCP-stack, compared to both the emulated test
Name Data packets received ASCK sent δ
Delayed ack 347149 174559 1.989
Table 5.1: Number of data packets and ACKs in testbed
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Figure 5.3: NS-2 simulation with Linux TCP-stack
and simulation done by [25]. The first congestion event is already at
250 seconds i the new simulation using the Linux TCP-stack.
This simulation showed that the Linux TCP-stack of NS-2, is close
to the simulations done by [25].
5.2.2 Comparison
Despite the difference between the emulated test and the simulation in
[25] the same CWND trend can be identified in the experiments. The
emulated testcase has a maximum of 470 packets for delayed ACKs, and
250 packets for ACKCC. This will give a maximum congestion window
size-ratio between the tested variants of 1.88 for the emulated tests.
For the simulation the corresponding number is 1.79. The effect on the
congestion window value is the same in the emulated testbed as what
we see in the simulated test. For both simulated and emulated test, the
congestion window of ACKCC will give a better estimation of CWND,
which in this environment should be 183 packets. Given the bandwidth-
delay-product of 83 packets, and the forward buffer of 100 packets. This
will be more described in section 5.3
5.2.3 Environment impacts
There are some environmental differences between the simulated and
emulated tests which can explain why the congestion window behaviour
is different.
Topology: The topology of the simulated test consists of four nodes,
A,B,C,D with link between A and B, a bottleneck between B and C, and
a link between C and D. The bottleneck is configured to do bandwidth
shaping, buffer management and delay.
In the emulated test, buffer management and shaping is done at the
interfaces on a computer which acts like a traffic controller. The static
delay is added at a separate machine with its own buffer management
created by qdisc.
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Processing: In the emulated testbed, four computers are are involved
in transferring the data. The processing time in both hardware and
software can have an impact on the performance of a physical emulated
system.
Since we could not get the congestion windows of the tests to
correspond, 50Kbit was discarded, and the reverse link capacity
increased to create a equivalent test environment with equal bandwidth
delay products.
5.3 Validation test: One stream 61 kbit
Since a bandwidth of 50 Kbit did not fit the bandwidth delay product
estimate of the sender, new tests were done to obtain an equal
bandwidth delay product. It showed that very small changes in the
reverse path bandwidth restrictions gave large effects on the congestion
window growth. The approximation to a value which was reasonable is
shown in figure 5.4. From this graph we can see that a change of one
kilobit already gives many seconds difference of the congestion window
behaviour.
A value of 61 kbit gave reasonably close values between the
simulated and emulated tests.
5.3.1 CWND
The congestion window for this test is shown in figure 5.5.
The buffers for this test were configured with a 100 packets forward
buffer, and 30 on the packets reverse path. The bandwidth-delay
product is described in section 3.2.2 and is calculated with equation 3.1.
With the current setup, the bandwidth-delay product is 83. Using a
buffer of 100 packets, the congestion window should have dropped at
a value of 183. This behaviour is what we would expect from a non
symmetric network, but the asymmetry affects the calculation of the
cwnd value and yields a congestion window value of 367 packets with
Figure 5.4: Congestion window with 60,61 and 62 Kbit
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(a) Emulated (b) Simulated[25]
Figure 5.5: Congestion windows
delayed ACKs. The congestion window for delayed ACKs is presented
in figure 5.5(a).
Using ACK congestion control counteracts this effect, by reducing
the stress on the reverse buffer. In figure 5.5(a) we can see that the
congestion window for ACKCC reaches a value of 188 which is much
closer to the bandwidth delay product of 183. By reducing the number
of lost ACKs, TCP has a more stable ACK rate and experience a lower
RTT.
Comparison When looking at the congestion windows from simu-
lated and emulated tests, we can see that the behaviour is compara-
ble. Both congestion windows for Delayed ACKS reach a maximum be-
tween 367 for emulated and 345 for simulated, where as the congestion
windows for ACKCC reach a maximum between 188 for emulated and
190 for simulated. The ratio between maximum congestion window for
ACKCC and Delayed ACKs are 1.95 in the emulated test and 1.79 in the
simulated test.
5.3.2 Rate and burst
A ratio for the large asymmetry generated by the link setup with
10Mbit forward and 50Kbit reverse described on page 64 of [25], can be
calculated with the formula described in equation 1.3. Given a datasize
of 1500 bytes for data packets and 40 bytes for the ACKs, the calculated
ratio will be K = 5.33.
With a delayed ACK, the receiver will send an ACK for every second
data packet. When the rate of datapackets grows, the rate of ACKs
increases accordingly. This will cause a full buffer, and several dropped
ACKs by the buffer. With a dynamic ACK ratio, the number of ACKs
per data packet can change with the traffic load of the datapackets.
Therefore we will be able see an increasing ACK-ratio when the value
of CWND is increasing, to compensate for the asymmetry ratio.
In figure 5.6(a) we show the ACK ratio with ACKCC enabled in the
emulated test. In 5.6(b) we see the corresponding simulated test-case.
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Figure 5.6: Sender ratio and burstiness
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From the figure 5.6(a) we can see how the ratio increases with the
data rate from figure 5.5(a). When the data rate gets too large, the
sender can identify a drop of an ACK, and issues a higher ACK ratio
which will lower the sending-rate of ACKS. The ratio presented from
the simulated ACKCC oscillates around the asymmetry ratio K = 5.33,
with a peak at a ratio of 10 and minimum ratio of 2 after the initial
slow start. The weighted average value for ACK-ratio in this test is
4.967. With weighted average, we give more weight to a value, based on
the length in time before the value changed.
As seen in figure 5.6(a) the ratio extends from 2 to 10. As described
in section 1.4.1, the ratio will double when a lost ACK is detected,
and decrease by one after a timespan without any lost ACKs. Since
the asymmetry ratio is K = 5 it is understandable that the ratio will
increase beyond this value. After initial slow start, the ratio extends
from 2 to 8.
In the simulated experiment, the ACKCC ratio is at maximum 8
after the initial slow start. No ACKs are dropped when the ratio is 5 in
simulations. In the emulated test, one ACK is dropped when the ratio is
5, this is at the initial phase of the transfer, where CWND is increased
at a high rate.
5.3.3 Burst
The burst values for the emulated test on a Linux system are lower than
the simulated values. Simular to [25], the burst values are calculated by
counting the number of packets sent within a millisecond and averaged
over a timespan of 100ms.
We can see that the the burst sizes are much lower for the emulated
case. With burst-sizes from 1 to 4 for TCP traffic, this is lower than the
simulated study, which can be observed to vary from 2 to 8.
As described in section 1.2.8, in Linux the sender of TCP segments is
designed to avoid bursts. This is done by limiting the congestion window
to allow at most three segments to be sent when an ACK is received.
The simulated results are not using the Linux TCP-stack, which can
give this type of difference between the the tests.
As seen in figure 5.6(a), the burst values are following the ACK-ratio
value. A higher ACK-ratio, will give higher bursts. A detailed part of
the transmission can be seen in figure 5.6(c). We can clearly see that
the bursts are dependent of the ACK-ratio.
Despite the difference between the value of the burst sizes, the burst
value corresponds with an increased ACK-rate. When the ACK-rate
increases, the gap between two ACKs is larger, and the number of
segments sent out when an ACK is received increases.
5.3.4 Buffer
In figure 5.7 we show the buffer utilization for both the simulated and
emulated tests. From the simulated results we can see the buffer
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occupation in figure 5.7(b). The forward buffer for the simulated case
is growing steadily with the increasing cwnd value, both for delayed
ACKs and for ACKCC. As for the reverse path buffer, the buffer is fully
saturated when delayed ACKs are used. Using ACKCC, the buffer is
not constantly saturated.
In the emulated implementation ACKCC, the buffer occupation is
much lower in the forward buffer. We observe some spikes in the buffer,
seen in figure 5.7(a). The spikes which occurs between each congestion
event, is visible at the same time as we can see bursts and a high ACK-
ratio in figure 5.6(a). The fact that the buffer is mostly empty (until
the sending rate reaches the capacity limit) might be due to the "burst
moderation" in Linux.
In the reverse path, the emulated test show a similar behaviour as
the simulated tests. The buffer occupation is much lower with ACKCC-
enabled then with delayed ACKs.
5.3.5 Buffer sizes
In this thesis, experiments are performed with a packet based buffer.
In a packet based buffer, an ACK will the same amount of resources
from the buffer, as a full size packet. When using a byte-based buffer,
ACKs will create a much less saturation of the buffer, since ACKs have
smaller size.
When using other transfer technologies like SCTP, the ACKs can
be very large. Due to the selective acknowledgement design of STCP,
an ACK can be as large as a full sized packet. This will create higher
utilization of a byte based buffer, and an ACK congestion mechanism
could be useful.
In TCP and Linux, more tests must be performed to examine the
impacts of ACK congestion control while using byte based buffers.
5.4 Throughput tests
Results from the throughput tests on a routed network with downlink of
10Mbit 100 packet buffer, and uplink of 100Kbit with a 30 packet buffer
can be seen in figure 5.8 on the next page. The bargraph in figure 5.8
shows the total average throughput of an Iperf transfer. The test are
performed with ACKCC enabled on a wired testbed, connected as figure
3.2. The bargraph shows the results of a transfer with 5,10,15 and 20
simultaneous transfers. It can see that TCP transfers with ACKCC both
enabled and not enabled on DUPACKs performs better than TCP with
delayed ACKs when the number of simultaneous transfers are high.
This means that the utilization of forward traffic improves when the
reverse traffic reduced to a correct rate.
5.4.1 ACK statistics
The different functions for ACK sending are shown in table 5.2.
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(a) Emulated forward buffer (b) Simulated forward buffer [25]
(c) Emulated reverse buffer (d) Simulated reverse buffer [25]
Figure 5.7: Buffer during validation test
Figure 5.8: Throughput of ACKCC
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# Method Sent ACKs # lost % Lost
5 ACKCC 11965 1475 12,33
ACKCC DUP 11135 649 5,83
Del.ACK w/ABC 25282 14631 57,87
Del.ACK w/oABC 21318 10772 50,53
10 ACKCC 18725 7788 41,59
ACKCC DUP 13252 2644 19,95
Del.ACK w/ABC 26234 15484 59,02
Del.ACK w/oABC 25143 14522 57,76
15 ACKCC 16969 6246 36,81
ACKCC DUP 14937 4073 27,27
Del.ACK w/ABC 27388 16378 59,80
Del.ACK w/oABC 27592 16826 60,98
20 ACKCC 17095 6179 36,15
ACKCC DUP 16519 5575 33,75
Del.ACK w/ABC 27339 16263 59,47
Del.ACK w/oABC 28843 17985 62,35
Table 5.2: ACK statistics for throughput tests
From the results it can be observed that the methods using ACKCC
are producing less ACKs then methods using Delayed ACKs. The
number of lost ACKs are also lower with ACKCC since the buffer-
saturation is lower.
By dynamically adjusting the ACK sending rate, the reverse path is
not saturated and less ACKs are dropped by the buffer.
5.4.2 Test discussion
Each of the tests has only been run once. For this reason significance
cannot be calculated for the tests, but the result gives indications of the
behaviour of the different mechanisms.
5.5 Throughput, with reduction of rate after
congestion event
A possible addition to the standard is to reduce the ratio after a
congestion event. In this test, ACK congestion control was compared
to the addition.
From the results presented in figure 5.9, a performance increase
while using the addition can be identified. The results are, as in
previous section, preliminary as the test only has been conducted with
one run. More test must be conducted to verify the effect with certainty.
By assuming that the observed data are significant, a reduction of
ratio after a congestion event will increase the throughput. The effect
is more evident when the number of simultaneous increases.
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Figure 5.9: Throughput
5.6 Throughput tests on WLAN
A wireless link is a shared medium for all senders and receivers on
the same channel. A node needs to reserve the channel before sending
a data packet out on the medium. A reservation of the medium will
prohibit other nodes to send data, and unnecessary reservations gives
lower performance. This test shows how ACKCC with and without
the mechanism applied to DUPACKs behaves. This is abbreviated to
"ACKCC" and "ACKCC DUP"
5.6.1 ACK Statistics
In table 5.3 we can see the average ACK-ratio from 10 tests. The results
show that the number of detected ACK-drops is very small. The ACK-
Ratio weighted average of the transfers shows that the ratio of both
versions of ACKCC has a rate of R = 2. This means that the number
of detected lost ACKs in the wireless medium is low. With weighted
average, we give more weight to a value, based on the length in time
before the value changed.
Avg. Ratio Number of losses detected
ACKCC 2.10 27
ACKCC DUP 2.12 33
Table 5.3: ACK statistics on wireless link
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The number of ACKs sent for each of the transfers is presented in
table 5.4. The results indicates that the number of received ACKs in the
different tests, are close to each other. The low ACK-ratio is the reason
for this. Since no ACKs were dropped, the ratio was not increased and
the number of data packets per ACK hence the same as for delayed
ACKS. For the ACKCC methods, the number of ACKs is less than for
delayed ACKs, but the difference is marginal.
5.6.2 Throughput
The throughput statistics for transfers over a wireless network is shown
in table 5.5.
A readout of the averaged throughput in table 5.5 shows that
ACKCC not enabled on DUPACKs gave a lower performance on a
wireless 54Mbit link. ACK congestion control with ACKCC enabled on
DUPACKs had the highest performance.
The difference between the results are very small, about 30Kbps for
the methods of ACKCC. The standard deviation is presented in table
5.5. For wireless tests, the standard deviations is very large. A possible
reason for a large standard deviation might be the interference of other
wireless networks in the same area. From our results, we cannot
conclude that one method is more effective with regards to throughput.
More extensive tests would be needed.
5.6.3 ACKCC in Wireless medium
[18] gained good results by moderating the number of ACKs sent. From
out results conducted on a wireless network, we can see a minimal loss
off ACKs in the wireless medium.
The reason for this might be the design of the wireless linklayer
and the metrics of an ACK. An ACK is a very small packet, which has
less chance to suffer from a bit-error. Since the packet is smaller, the
time the sender will have to reserve the wireless medium is also shorter.
The linklayer itself, depending on the implementation will retransmit
a lost packet. If the packet is lost more then N times, the packet will
be dropped. The chance of loosing a packet in the wireless medium is
therefore less likely to happen.
When no packets are dropped on the medium, the ACKCC mecha-
nism will not detect any problem. ACKCC will keep the current rate,
#ACKs St.Dev Min Max
ACKCC 464994 6681.4086389 454089 472578
ACKCC-DUP 465724 3172.26213293 460221 471124
Dup. ACK (ABC) 481380 648.160473957 480279 482308
Dup. ACK 476030 1411.62347671 472307 477694
Table 5.4: Average number of ACKs in wireless network
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Throughput St.Dev Min Max
(Bps) (Bps) (Bps)
ACKCC 2700963 34709.815111 2647098 2738762
ACKCC DUP 2737572 10018.359986 2720609 2752667
Del. ACK (ABC) 2717086 3790.90235828 2710282 2721861
Del. ACK 2723703 7878.70394735 2702947 2732741
Table 5.5: Average throughput on wireless network
occupying the wireless medium and might degrade the performance of
forward traffic.
Our wireless medium-tests were run with a single node connected
to the access point. A setup with several nodes must be done in further
work, to test the effect of multiple senders.
5.7 Cross traffic, cross protocol
In this test, the behaviour of VoIP packets in reverse path is observed.
5.7.1 Packet loss and delay
In figure 5.10(a) we show the average delay of the VoIP transfer. From
the results, we can see that the delay of the UDP packets varies between
the tests.
With a reverse path rate of 100Kbps, we can observe that the delay
of our traffic is significantly higher when using an ACKCC method. This
behaviour is different from what we can see from the rest of the tests
with higher bandwidth on the reverse path. At 150Kbps the delays
are similar, and on 200Kbps and 300Kbps the average delay are lower.
Detailed graphs of the delay, plotted over time shown in figure 5.11
At 100Kbps, the link is highly saturated with UDP-packets. From
section 4.6.1, we calculated that the link was utilizing 85% of its
capacity with UDP-packets. When a TCP transfer is conducted at
the same time, the number of ACKs produces will be higher then the
available bandwidth. In section 4.6.1 we also calculated the asymmetry
ratio of the remaining bandwidth to be extremely high. This can be seen
in figure 5.13(a), which is higher then calculated.
From figure 5.13(c) it can be observed that the throughput for the
100Kbit case is higher when using ACKCC. Even if an ACK is sent for
every 50th data packet, the forward rate is still high. With a higher
throughput, more ACKs are generated and causes a higher saturation
of the buffer. From figure 5.10(b) we observe that using ACKCC, the
number of lost VoIP(UDP) packets are much lower then when delayed
ACKs are applied.
The combination of a high throughput, very low bandwidth and few
lost UDP packets, creates an experience of high delay on the one way
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UDP-flow when using ACKCC mechanism. It is useful to note that the
number of lost UDP packets are very low, compared to delayed ACK.
When doing the same experiment with higher bandwidth, using
ACKCC variants will give equal or lower delay, high throughput and
few lost UDP packets.
5.7.2 ACK ratio
As written in previous section, using a reverse link of 100Kbit will give
a high ACK-ratio of close to 50. When increasing the bandwidth, the
ratio decreases. This can be observed in figure 5.13. The values shown
in table 5.6 are the weighted averages of the ACK ratio behaviour. With
weighted average, we give more weight to a value, based on the length
in time before the value changed.
The reported high ACK-ratio indicates a really high asymmetry in
the network, which is assessed by ACKCC. The weighted averages for
the tests is presented in figure 5.6. When comparing with the calculated
expected calculated ratio in table 4.1, we observe that the obtained
results are very close to the calculated ratio.
BW type mean type mean
100Kbit ACKCC 28.0 with DUP 30.1
150Kbit ACKCC 6.4 with DUP 6.3
200Kbit ACKCC 3.9 with DUP 3.8
300Kbit ACKCC 2.6 with DUP 2.7
Table 5.6: Weighted mean of ACK-ratio
5.7.3 Rate-change calculations
As described in section 1.4.1, the sender should change the ratio to a
lower value, giving a higher ACK-rate if there have been no dropped
ACKs within the timespan stated in Equation 1.2 on page 19.
(a) Average delay (b) Percentage of lost UDP packets
Figure 5.10: VoIP statistics
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(a) 100 kbit (b) 150 kbit
(c) 200 kbit (d) 300 kbit
Figure 5.11: Experienced delay of the VoIP transfer
Figure 5.12: Throughput of TCP
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(a) 100Kbit (b) 150
(c) 200 (d) 300
Figure 5.13: ACK Ratio
A problem with this calculation occur both when the the ACK ratio
is very high, and when the congestion window is high. Links with
larger buffer-sizes or bandwidth delay-product, will give a high RTT
and CWND values. If this value is to high, the calculations done to
determine when the ratio should be decreased will be high. Giving a
long time period before a decrease is done.
In the other end, if the ratio is very high, the calculations done will
be very low. An to high ACK-ratio will give a window of 0, resulting in
no waiting-time before a calculation should be done. For each packet, a
new ratio will be issued. This can be seen in figure 5.13(a), where the
decrease and increase values are very steep.
In this implementation, the formula returning the number of
windows to be received before a ratio should be changed is using integer
division. This means that the value only can be integers, not floats
which could have given in example a "half window".
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In asymmetric networks, congestion on a reverse path might occur. To
overcome this problem we have implemented ACK congestion control in
the TCP/IP stack of Linux, based on RFC5690. ACK congestion control
will apply congestion control to the acknowledgement packets sent in
the reverse path of a data transfer.
During this master-thesis project, a working ACKCC mechanism
was implemented in the existing Linux TCP-stack. By testing
the mechanism in a real-life testbed we have shown performance
improvements, identified challenges which must be investigated in
further research and compared results to a simulated study of ACKCC.
By implementing ACKCC in the Linux kernel, we have increased
the performance of highly symmetric data transfers. We have shown
that implementing ACKCC in Linux is possible. However, the
implementation needs some modifications to the existing mechanisms
in the Linux kernel in order to fully benefit from the mechanism.
ACKCC implemented in Linux contributes to a better network
utilization when the sender and receiver experience high bandwidth
asymmetry. In a validation test, our tests showed similar results in
the emulated testbed when compared with a simulated test performed
by the author of [25]. Throughput tests on link with high asymmetry,
ACKCC gave good results compared to delayed ACKs when the number
of simulations senders increase. By adding ratio modifications after
congestion events to ACKCC, the performance increased further. In
a wireless medium we tested a transfer between one sender and one
receiver. Our results could not show significant differences when using
ACK congestion control. When emulating VoIP traffic in reverse path of
a TCP transmission on a link with high asymmetry, ACKCC gave higher
TCP throughput, lower loss of VoIP packets, and a lower experienced
delay.
6.1 Future work
During our testing, we have found issues with the implementation
which will need further research. When applying ACKCC on DU-
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PACKs, we observed a reduction of throughput in the forward path.
Solutions to maintain a good utilization of forward links must be re-
searched. This includes modifications to retransmit mechanisms. Im-
plementation of lost DUPACK detection is not complete and must be
added, so that the implementation of ACKCC in the Linux kernel fol-
lows the standard.
The burst moderation of Linux can give an underutilization of the
buffer in the forward path when ACKCC is applied. When the sender
cannot utilize the buffer the throughput might suffer. Other burst
management schemes like rate based pacing should be tested.
ACKCC benefits from using ABC, since the congestion window will
increase by the number of bytes acknowledged, instead of the number
of bytes. Different types of byte counting should be investigated to test
if other byte counting mechanisms can improve network traffic with
ACKCC enabled [24]. Fairness between simultaneous streams while
using ACKCC should be investigated. Stream Control Transmission
Protocol (SCTP) has no form of ACK congestion control. In this protocol,
ACKs can grow to a size of MSS. In the cases of large ACKs, SCTP might
benefit of an ACK congestion mechanism.
Environment with systematic reordering is not evaluated. An
environment where ACKs could get reordered, will result in many false
detection of lost ACKs. Mechanisms for detection of reordered ACKs
must be researched.
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Appendix A
Hardware and software
specifications
Traffic controller (Anakin)
• Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU 6600 @ 2.40GHz
• 3GB RAM
• OS: Linux 2.6.32-5-686-bigmem
• Network interface: eth1
– product: NetXtreme BCM5754 Gigabit Ethernet PCI Express
– vendor: Broadcom Corporation
– capacity: 1GB/s
• Network interface: eth4
– product: 3c905C-TX/TX-M [Tornado]
– vendor: 3Com Corporation
– capacity: 100MB/s
• Network interface: eth3
– product: 3c905B 100BaseTX [Cyclone]
– vendor: 3Com Corporation
– capacity: 100MB/s
• Network interface: eth5
– product: RTL8111/8168B PCI Express Gigabit Ethernet controller
– vendor: Realtek Semiconductor Co., Ltd.
– capacity: 1GB/s
Virtual machines
– Version: Qemu
– RAM: 256
– OS: Linux 2.6.32-5-686-bigmem
Receiver (Luke)
• Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 2.60GHz
• 1.5GB RAM
• OS: Linux 2.6.32.5
• Network interface: eth1
– product: NetXtreme BCM5782 Gigabit Ethernet PCI Express
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– vendor: Broadcom Corporation
– capacity: 1GB/s
• Network interface: eth4
– product: 3c905C-TX/TX-M [Tornado]
– vendor: 3Com Corporation
– capacity: 100MB/s
• Network interface: eth5
– product: VT6105/VT6106S [Rhine-III]
– vendor: VIA Technologies
– capacity: 100MB/s
Sender (Leia)
• Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 2.60GHz
• 1GB RAM
• OS: Linux 2.6.32.5
• Network interface: eth0
– product: NetXtreme BCM5782 Gigabit Ethernet PCI Express
– vendor: Broadcom Corporation
– capacity: 1GB/s
• Network interface: eth1
– product: 82557/8/9/0/1 Ethernet Pro 100
– vendor: Intel Corporation
– capacity: 100MB/s
• Network interface: wlan0
– product: BCM4318 [AirForce One 54g] 802.11g
– vendor: Broadcom Corporation
– capacity: 54Mbps
Delay box (Yoda)
• AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 4200+
• 2GB RAM
• OS: Linux 2.6.32.5
• Network interface: eth6
– product: Broadcom Corporation NetXtreme BCM5755 Gigabit Ethernet PCI Express (rev
02)
– vendor: Broadcom Corporation
– capacity: 1GB/s
• Network interface: eth7
– product: 3Com Corporation 3c905C-TX/TX-M [Tornado] (rev 78)
– vendor: 3Com Corporation
– capacity: 100MB/s
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Appendix B
VoIP
Listing B.1: VoIP Client
import socket , sys , time , operator
from threading import Thread
f=open ( "udp . dat " , "w" )
UDP_IP=" 192.168.0.2 "
UDP_PORT=5005
MESSAGE=" "
count=0
i =0
t e l = { }
sock = socket . socket ( socket .AF_INET, socket .SOCK_DGRAM ) # UDP
for i in xrange ( 1 8 0 ) :
MESSAGE = MESSAGE+"−"
t o t a l =0
while True :
time . sleep ( 0 . 0 2 )
t a l l = str ( count ) . z f i l l ( 6 )
MSG = t a l l +MESSAGE
sock . sendto ( MSG, (UDP_IP, UDP_PORT) )
t e l [ s tr ( count ) ] = time . time ( )
t o t a l= t o t a l +20
count=count+1
i f tota l >= 500000:
break
print "NRUDP: "+str ( count )
sorted_x = sorted ( t e l . i ter i tems ( ) , key=operator . itemgetter ( 1 ) )
for i in sorted_x :
f . write ( "%s %s\n" % ( i [ 0 ] , i [ 1 ] ) )
Listing B.2: VoIP Server
import socket , time , operator , sys , s ignal
UDP_IP=" 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 "
UDP_PORT=5005
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count=0
t e l = { }
def on_exit ( sig , func=None ) :
sorted_x = sorted ( t e l . i ter i tems ( ) , key=operator . itemgetter ( 1 ) )
for i in sorted_x :
print "%s %s " % ( i [ 0 ] , i [ 1 ] )
sys . ex i t ( 0 )
s ignal . s ignal ( s ignal .SIGTERM, on_exit )
sock = socket . socket ( socket .AF_INET, # Internet
socket .SOCK_DGRAM ) # UDP
sock . bind ( (UDP_IP,UDP_PORT) )
while True :
data , addr = sock . recvfrom ( 1024 ) # buffer s ize i s 1024 bytes
nr = data . s p l i t ( "−" ) [ 0 ]
t e l [ nr ] = time . time ( )
count = count+1
sorted_x = sorted ( t e l . i ter i tems ( ) , key=operator . itemgetter ( 1 ) )
for i in sorted_x :
print "%s %s " % ( i [ 0 ] , i [ 1 ] )
B.1 Validation test metrics
Listing B.3: HTB queues for Validation Test
ip tab les −t mangle −F
iptables −t mangle −A FORWARD −i eth4 −j MARK −−set−mark 60
tc qdisc del dev eth3 root
tc qdisc add dev eth3 root handle 1 : htb
tc c lass add dev eth3 parent 1:1 c lass id 1:16 htb rate 61kbit
tc qdisc add dev eth3 parent 1:16 handle 60: netem l imit 30
tc f i l t e r add dev eth3 parent 1 : prio 1 handle 60 fw flowid 1:16
iptables −t mangle −A FORWARD −i eth3 −j MARK −−set−mark 10
tc qdisc del dev eth4 root
tc qdisc add dev eth4 root handle 1 : htb
tc c lass add dev eth4 parent 1:1 c lass id 1:11 htb rate 10000 kbit
tc qdisc add dev eth4 parent 1:11 handle 10: netem l imit 100
tc f i l t e r add dev eth4 parent 1 : prio 1 handle 10 fw flowid 1:11
Listing B.4: TBF delay queue
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tc qdisc add dev eth6 root netem delay 52ms
tc qdisc add dev eth7 root netem delay 52ms
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Appendix C
NS2 simulation
Listing C.1: NS2-scriot
set TCP_Variant Agent /TCP/ Linux
set TCP_Name reno
set BDP 30000
set EndTime 200
set MSS 1460
set FlowNumber 1
set EndTime 500
#Create four nodes
set bs [ $ns node ]
set br [ $ns node ]
#Create l inks between the nodes
$ns simplex−l ink $bs $br 10Mbit 50ms DropTail
$ns simplex−l ink $br $bs 50Kbit 50ms DropTail
#Set Queue Size of l ink ( bs−br ) to
$ns queue−l imi t $bs $br 100
$ns queue−l imi t $br $bs 30
set t f [ open " t r a c e a l l " "w" ]
$ns trace−a l l $ t f
#Setup TCP connections
for { set i 0} { $i < $FlowNumber } { incr i 1} {
#setup topology
set win [ open resu l t$ i w]
c lose $win
set sendNode ( $i ) [ $ns node ]
set rcvNode ( $i ) [ $ns node ]
$ns duplex−l ink $sendNode ( $i ) $bs 100Mbit 1ms DropTail
$ns duplex−l ink $br $rcvNode ( $i ) 100Mbit 1ms DropTail
#setup sender side
set tcp ( $i ) [new $TCP_Variant ]
$tcp ( $i ) set packetSize_ $MSS
$tcp ( $i ) set window_ $BDP
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$ns attach−agent $sendNode ( $i ) $tcp ( $i )
#setup rece iver side
set sink ( $i ) [new $TCP_ACK_Variant ]
$ns attach−agent $rcvNode ( $i ) $sink ( $i )
# l o g i c a l connection
$ns connect $tcp ( $i ) $sink ( $i )
#Setup a FTP over TCP connection
set f tp ( $i ) [new Application /FTP]
$ftp ( $i ) attach−agent $tcp ( $i )
$ftp ( $i ) set type_ FTP
$ns at 0 " $tcp ( $i ) se lec t_ca $TCP_Name"
#Disable ABC
$ns at 0 " $tcp ( $i ) set_ca_default_param linux sysct l_tcp_abc 0"
$ns at 0 " $ftp ( $i ) s tart "
$ns at $EndTime+1 " $ftp ( $i ) stop "
}
#Call the f in i sh procedure a f ter 1 seconds of simulation time
$ns at $EndTime+2 " f in i sh "
#Run the simulation
$ns run
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Appendix D
Source code and test
results
Source code and test results can be downloaded from: http://folk.uio.no/
mariusno/master
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Appendix E
Changes to RFC5690
E.1 Changes
The following list contains proposed additions or changes to the existing
RFC.
• Add the option to the first data-packet to save space in the options
field in SYN packet. When many options are proposed to the TCP
standard, the options field of the SYN packet might get exhausted.
• Send ACK immediately when ratio is changed. When the ACK
ratio is large, many packets must be delivered to the receiver
before an ACK is sent. This will cause the sender to freeze
its ACK-ratio for a long time, until the next ACK arrives to
acknowledge the ratio change.
A more detailed review of specific parts of the RFC is shown in the
following table.
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E.2 Review of the RFC
Since the RFC has status “Informal” and has never been implemented,
some changes to the RFC might be necessary, as a result of this work.
This section lists all occurrences of the terms: MIGHT, MAY, MUST,
SHOULD, REQUIRE and ? in the RFC. Each of the listings is com-
mented with type, a comment of the listing or an implementation/spec-
ification change.
The following types are used do define the sections:
• Implementation advice
This type is an advice on how a part of the RFC can be
implemented. This is not necessary to follow, but is helpful
for someone who is implementing the functionality of ACK
Congestion Control.
• Specification
These are specification related sections, which describe how a
certain functionality is implemented.
• Discussion
A discussion will discuss a specific way to handle a problem,
implementation or issue.
• Informational
This gives extra information to a discussion, or cites content from
another RFC
• Question
A question asked by the authors of the RFC.
The right side of the table consists of either an answer to the
question, a short discussion, a reference to a part of this thesis,
a description of the implementation/specification or how it should
be changed.
Table E.1: MIGHT
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4.3: If the receiver has buffer limi-
tations, the receiver might have to
acknowledge K packets, for some K
less than the current ACK Ratio R.
In this case, the sender could ob-
serve from the acknowledgements
that the receiver is acknowledging
less than R packets.
Category: Specification
Consequence/result: Bad perfor-
mance since the receiver will have
to wait for a delayed ACK to be
able to send an ACK, if the receiver
window becomes too small when
ratio is large.
In implementation Check ratio
against receiver window. If the
receiver window is lower than the
ratio, an ACK should be sent for
MIN(rcv_wind,R).
In specification Change might to
SHOULD
4.4. It *might* be sufficient for the
sender just to save the information
of whether the last change in the
ACK Ratio was an increase or a
decrease
Category: Discussion
Comment: Implemented sequence
number checks. Described in sec-
tion 2.4.2.
4.4.1 After a sender’s retransmit
timeout or fast retransmit, the
sender might retransmit a number
of data packets dropped from a sin-
gle window of data.
Category: Informational
Comment:
4.5.1. Thus, in this case it might be
desirable if a congestion event re-
sulted in a reduction in the send-
ing rate of ACK packets as well as
of data packets.
Category: Discussion
Comment: Implemented, can be en-
abled through sysctl. Described in
section 1.4.1 and tested in section
5.5.
4.6. (We note that the fast recovery
procedure of the TCP sender might
have to be modified to take this
change into account.)
Category: Discussion
Comment: Not implemented. Fur-
ther study needs to be done on the
effects of changing DUPACKS.
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4.7. Because ACK congestion con-
trol is only used when there is con-
gestion on the reverse path, after a
packet loss, one or more of the three
duplicate ACKs sent by the receiver
could be lost on the reverse path,
and the receiver might wait until
it has received R more out-of-order
segments before sending the next
duplicate ACK. All this could slow
down fast recovery and fast retrans-
mit quite a bit.
Category: Discussion
Comment: Another argument for
sending more DUPACKs in re-
sponse to an out-of-order packet.
4.8 It has been suggested that in
some environments, the TCP re-
ceiver might want to set lower
bounds on the ACK Ratio. For
example, the TCP receiver might
know from configuration or from
past experience that the bandwidth
on the return path is limited, and
might want to set a lower bound
(greater than two) on the ACK Ra-
tio R.
Category: Discussion
Consequence/result: Possible addi-
tion: Receiver Bounds on the ACK
Ratio As this will introduce a lot
of extra bookkeeping for the sender,
with regards to calculation of statis-
tics and database of recent traffic,
this will not be implemented. As
this is a possible addition, imple-
mentation and testing will be left
for further research.
5.8 In particular, it has been re-
ported that if a TCP receiver re-
ceives many data packets in a burst,
before it is able to send an acknowl-
edgement, then it might send a sin-
gle acknowledgement for the burst
of packets.
Category: Informational
Consequence/result: Possible Com-
plication: TCP Implementations
that skip ACK Packets
9. If ACK congestion control is be-
ing used, the router will not nec-
essarily be able to tell if ACK con-
gestion control is being used cor-
rectly by the sender, because drops
of ACK packets might be occurring
after the ACK packets have left the
router.
Category: Informational
Consequence/result: 9. Security
considerations
Table E.2: ?
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4.4. But when the sender makes
a change in the ACK Ratio and
then receives ACK packets, how
does the sender know whether the
receiver was using the new or the
old ACK Ratio when it sent those
ACK packets?
Category: Question
Consequence/result: By looking at
the sequence number an ACK ac-
knowledges, the sender can derter-
mine if the ack is acknowleding a
data packet before or after the ra-
tio.
5.5 What happens when there are
abrupt changes in the reverse path,
such as from vertical handovers? an
there be any problems that would
be worse than those experienced by
a TCP connection that is not using
ACK congestion control?
Category: Question
Consequence/result: Possible Com-
plication: Abrupt Changes in the
ACK Path
5.11. Are there any problems
caused by the combination of two-
way traffic and reordering? Or
other issues that have not yet been
addressed?
Category: Question
Comment:
7. Are there any studies that
show the relative packet drop rates
for TCP data and ACK traffic, for
particular links or for particular
TCP connections?
Category: Question
Comment:
7. Are there any studies of con-
gested links that show the fraction
of traffic on the congested link, or in
the congested queue, that consist of
TCP ACK packets?
Category: Question
Comment:
9. What are the sender’s incentives
to cheat on ACK congestion control?
What are the receiver’s incentives
to cheat? What are the avenues
open for cheating?
Category: Question
Comment:
9. What avenues for cheating are
opened by the use of ECN-Capable
ACK packets?
Category: Question
Comment:
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9. What about the ability of routers
or middleboxes to detect TCP re-
ceivers that cheat by inappropri-
ately sending ACK packets as ECN-
Capable?
Category: Question
Comment: Security Considerations
Table E.3: MUST
4.6. In addition, a receiver must
not withhold an ACK for more than
500 ms.
Category: Specification
Consequence/result: We have not
changed the delayed ack timer. An
ACK will therefore always be sent
within the specified time. The
Linux kernel will have a dynamic
delayed ack timer, with a maximum
of 200ms. The value is chosen from
an analysis of the TCP stream.
A.3. However, as in other proposals,
care must be taken to avoid sender
timeouts in case the (too few) ACKs
resulting from the filtering get lost.
Category: Discussion
Comment:
Table E.4: SHOULD
4.3. With an ACK Ratio of R, the
receiver should send one pure ACK
for every R newly received data
packets unless the delayed ACK
timer expires first.
Category: Specification
In implementation: Implemented
as stated
In Specification: OK, except if the
receiver has buffer-limitations, and
must send an ACK before it has
reached the ratio R, as stated in
the changed section 4.3, described
in table E.1.
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4.3.1 [RFC5681] recommends that
the receiver SHOULD acknowl-
edge out-of-order data packets im-
mediately, sending an immediate
duplicate ACK when it receives a
data segment above a gap in the se-
quence space, and sending an im-
mediate ACK when it receives a
data segment that fills in all or part
of a gap in the sequence space.
Category: Informational
Comment:
Added a system control to be able to
turn on and off.
4.4.1 If the ACK Ratio is at most
two, then the TCP receiver sends
a duplicate acknowledgement (Du-
pACK) for every out-of-order data
packet. In this case, the TCP
sender should be able to detect
lost DUPCK packets by counting
the number of DupACKs that ar-
rive between the beginning of the
loss event and the arrival of the first
full or partial ACK, and compar-
ing this number with the number
of DupACKs that should have ar-
rived (based on the number of pack-
ets being ACKed by the full or par-
tial ACK).
Category: Specification
Implementation: Not implemented
detection of lost DUPACKs. When
sender is in congestion state, rate
is not changed until congestion has
normalised. Hard to distinguish
between recovery periods, therefore
all congestion phases are handled
equally.
Specification: Misleading with re-
gards to next section in table(4.4.1).
Discussed in section 5.1.4
4.4.1. Because of this uneven
progress of the cumulative acknowl-
edgement field during a loss recov-
ery period, the sender should not
attempt to detect lost ACK packets
during a loss recovery period.
Category: Specification
Implementation: Complicated
to distinguish between recovery
periods, therefore all congestion
phases are handled equally. Sender
will not detect lost ACKs during
any congestion phases.
Spesification: Misleading
4.5. The sender should not attempt
to change the ACK Ratio more than
once per round-trip time
Category: Specification
Implementation: The sender will
not change the ACK ratio, before
an ACK of the data packet carrying
the rate-change has arrived. This
is done by checking sequence num-
bers.
Specification: OK
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4.5. In particular, before sending
a packet with a new value for the
ACK Ratio, the sender should ver-
ify that the receiver has acknowl-
edged a data packet containing an
ACK Ratio option for the old value
of the ACK Ratio
Category: Specification
Comment: Same as above
4.6. RFC 5681 says that a
TCP receiver SHOULD send an
immediate duplicate ACK when an
out-of-order segment arrives.
Category: Informational
Comment: This is because the fast
retransmit needs to be triggered.
4.6. When the ACK Ratio is at
most two, the TCP receiver should
still send an immediate duplicate
ACK when an out-of-order segment
arrives
Category: Specification
Implementation: Implemented as
stated
Specification: OK
4.6. In general, when the ACK
Ratio is greater than two, the TCP
receiver still should send an im-
mediate duplicate ACK for each
of the first three out-of-order seg-
ments that arrive in a reordering
event
Category: Specification
Implementation: Implemented as
stated
Specification: OK
4.6. However, when the ACK Ratio
is greater than two, after the first
three duplicate ACKs have been
sent, the TCP receiver should per-
form ACK congestion control on the
remaining ACKs to be sent during
the current reordering event.
Category: Specification
Consequence/result:
Implementation: Not enabled by de-
fault, but implemented and tested.
Specification: Be careful when do-
ing this, because of too complex con-
sequences. Will need further re-
search.
4.6. That is, after the first three
duplicate ACKs have been sent,
the TCP receiver should return
to sending an ACK for every R
segments, instead of sending an
ACK for every out-of-order segment
in that reordering event.
Category: Specification
Implementation: Not on by default,
but implemented.
Specification: Update: do not do
this, because of too complex conse-
quences.
Duplicate acknowledgements have
several functions in a modern
TCP/IP stack, to do a change like
this might destroy other function-
ality related to congestion control
in TCP. This is discussed further in
section 5.1.4.
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4.7. When the ACK Ratio is
greater than two, the TCP sender
should use some form of burst
mitigation or rate-based pacing for
sending data packets in response to
a single acknowledgement
Category: Specification
Implementation: Linux has no form
of rate based pacing. The TCP
stack has some form of burst mod-
eration to reduce packet bursts due
to dropped ACK’s etc. This is
achieved by capping CWND based
on the estimated number of packets
in flight. In high-speed networks
the accounting for packets in flight
is often inaccurate during loss re-
covery.
Specification: OK
4.7. Thus, the sender should use
this form of byte counting with ac-
knowledgement congestion control,
so that the acknowledgement con-
gestion control doesn’t slow down
the window increases for the data
traffic sent by the sender. Because
rate-based pacing should be used
with acknowledgement congestion
control, as recommended earlier in
this section, the TCP sender may
increase the congestion window by
more than two MSS for each ACK.
Category: Specification
Implementation: Rate based pacing
is not implemented.
5.1. This should not cause false
positives (when the TCP sender in-
fers a loss when no loss happened).
Category: Discussion
Comment: False positives can oc-
cur, and create a large ratio with-
out having lost an ACK. This was
encountered in functional testing.
This is discussed further in section
2.4.2
5.2. As discussed in Section 4.3,
RFC 5681 states that a TCP re-
ceiver SHOULD send an immedi-
ate duplicate ACK when an out-of-
order segment arrives, and that a
TCP receiver SHOULD send an im-
mediate ACK when the incoming
segment fills in all or part of a gap
in the sequence space [RFC5681].
Category: Informational
Consequence/result:
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5.6. The current assumption of
ACK congestion control is that all
losses should be taken as indica-
tions of congestion.
Category: Discussion
Consequence/result: Corrupted
packets are not due to congestion:
This will give limited implications
since ACK-CC will go back to «nor-
mal» if no other problem occurs.
Systematic corruption must be
further investigated.
5.7. Possible Complication: ACKs
that Don’t Contribute to Congestion
Category: Discussion Comment:
This section discusses a lot of
possible complications due to ack
congestion control. The section also
suggests and recommends some
test cases to be able to do testing on
different scenarios.
5.8. A second possibility for
addressing this problem would be
to define a TCP option or flag that
the TCP receiver could use when
sending an ACK packet to inform
the sender that the TCP receiver
‘skipped’ some ACK packets, so that
the sender should not infer ACK
loss if some previous ACK packets
seem to be missing.
Category: Discussion
Comment: This section discusses
the possible complication when a
receiver skips sending ACKS, and
how this can be handled.
The number of TCP options and
TCP option kinds are limited. This
will give a challenge with regards to
an application to IANA.
Implementation of this functional-
ity is possible, but will not be
handled in this implementation of
ACKCC.
6. The second part, evaluating the
effects of ACK congestion control on
aggregate traffic, should consider
scenarios where the use of ACK con-
gestion control helps all of the con-
nections sharing a path by reduc-
ing the aggregate congestion on the
path. This part should also see if
there are scenarios where ACK con-
gestion control causes problems by
increasing the burstiness of aggre-
gate traffic or by otherwise chang-
ing traffic dynamics.
Category: Informational
Consequence/result:
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6.2. However, such keep-alive pack-
ets, if used, should not interact
with ACK congestion control one
way or another.
Category: Discussion
Consequence/result:
Table E.5: REQUIRED
5.8. It has been reported in IETF
meetings that current TCP imple-
mentations do not always acknowl-
edge at least every other data
packet, as required by the TCP
specifications
Category: Informational
Consequence/result:
5.8. One possibility for addressing
this problem would be for TCP re-
ceivers using ACK congestion con-
trol to be required to send an ac-
knowledgement for each R packets,
for ACK Ratio R.
Category: Discussion
Consequence/result:
Current implementation will al-
ways send for R or less then R.
Table E.6: MAY
4.1 If TCP end-point A receives an
ACK Congestion Control Permitted
option from TCP end-point B, then
the TCP end-points may use ACK
congestion control on the pure ac-
knowledgements sent from B to A.
Category: Discussion
Consequence/result:
4.1 This means that TCP end-point
A may send ACK Ratio values to
TCP end-point B, for TCP end-point
B to use on pure acknowledgement
packets.
Category: Discussion
Consequence/result:
4.1 If TCP end-point B receives an
ACK Congestion Control Permitted
option from TCP end-point A, then
the TCP end-points may use ACK
congestion control on the pure ac-
knowledgements sent from A to B.
Category: Discussion
Consequence/result:
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4.5 The sender need not keep the
ACK Ratio completely up to date.
For instance, it may rate-limit ACK
Ratio renegotiations to once every
four or five round-trip times, or to
once every second or two.
Category: Discussion
Consequence/result: The rate value
will be negotiated via a data packet
and an ACK. Since the sender of the
ack-rate update will await an ac-
knowledgement of the data packet,
the sender and receiver will not be
able to use different ratios.
4.5. Additionally, the sender
may enforce a minimum ACK Ratio
of two, or it may set the ACK
Ratio to one for half-connections
with persistent congestion windows
of 1 or 2 packets.
Category: Specification
Implementation: No
Specification: OK
4.5.1. If the congestion event was
a lost or ECN-marked data packet,
this was due to congestion on the
forward path, which may have been
unrelated to conditions on the re-
verse path
Category: Discussion
Comment:
4.6. In such an environment with
persistent reordering, the receiver
may decide not to send an im-
mediate duplicate ACK for each
of the first three out-of-order seg-
ments that arrive in a reordering
event.
Category: Discussion
Comment:
4.7. Because rate-based pacing
should be used with acknowledge-
ment congestion control, as recom-
mended earlier in this section, the
TCP sender may increase the con-
gestion window by more than two
MSS for each ACK.
Category: Discussion
Comment:
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6.2 The receiver may send window
update packets even if the ACK con-
gestion control mechanism would
say that it is not time yet to send a
pure ACK. The sender will not nec-
essarily be able to detect the loss of
a window update ACK packet.
Category: Discussion
Comment:
10. In the absence of TCP option
numbers allocated by IANA, exper-
imenters may use the TCP Option
Numbers set aside for Experimen-
tation in RFC 4727 [RFC4727].
Category: Informational
Comment: Done
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Abbreviations
ABC Appropriate Byte Counting.
ACK Acknowledgement.
ACKCC ACK Congestion Control.
CE Congestion Encountered.
CWND Congestion Window.
DCCP Datagram Congestion Control Protocol.
DS Differentiated services.
ECE ECN-Echo.
ECN Explicit Congestion Notification.
ECT ECN Capable Transport.
EOL End Of Line.
IANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority.
IP Internet Protocol.
ISN Initial Sequence Number.
MSS Maximum segment size.
NOP No Operation.
RED Random early detection.
RFC Request for Comments.
RTT Round Trip Time.
SACK Selective acknowlagement.
TCP Transmission Control Protocol.
UDP User Datagram Protocol.
WSCALE Window Scale.
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